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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

One Section

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Today
Twelve Pages

Member of Associated Press

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Spring is a virgin, Summer a
mother, Autumn a widow and
Polish
Winter a stepmother
proverb.

In Our 94th Year

Granddaughter
chicken pox

the

We go out Saturday and tear
down an old chimney to get the
bricks. Try this some time to
judge whether age makes any
difference or not. Man, we can
tell you it does. 'We ached in
every joint We were working at
the heighth of that snow storm

Based on the budget it submitted to Congress recently, It
counts on such taxes totaling
$11.9 billion more, nationally,
than last April.
Because of the economic
gains made in the local area in
the past year, notwithstanding
the fact that there was more
unemployment than usual, local
residents will be bearing their
full share of this increase.
to
payments
Their
Washington this year will total
approximately $9,901,000, it Is
estimated.
During the next fiscal year,
which begins on July 1, 1973, the
President plans to put the
brakes on Federal spending in
order to get the country into a
sounder financial condition.
His expectation for the
coming fiscal year, as projected
in the budget, is for personal
income and employment taxes
reaching $163.9 billion, which is
$11.3 billion more than is
coming in this year.
For Calloway County taxpayers to meet their proportionate part of this increase, it is
estimated that local incomes
will have to advance by about
7 4 percent during 1973.

Two Planes Bring 26
POWs Across Pacific

That is just one disadvantage
of having a desk lob. MilariMI
get out of tone
According to Census Bureau
surveys, 30,482,000 or 25.7 per
cent) of the 120,006,000 people
eligible to vote in 1968 did not
register. And 38.681,000 or 27.7
per cent of the 139,642,000
eligible to vote in 1972 did not
register. Thus, the gap between
those registered and those not
registered is widening.
Based on voting records,
people begin to approach voting
performance norms in their 30s.
For example, in 1972, 57 per
cent of those 21 and over voted
while 41 per cent of those 18-20
voted.
1973 marks the first time that
a president's second inaugural
has ever made a profit. The
not finance
taxpayers do
inaugurals. The revenue comes
from sale of admissiorii tickets,
grandstand seating, souvenir
license plates, etc

Senior Citizens To
View Exhibition
Of Quilts Tuesday
The Murray-Calloway Senior
Citizens will visit the exhibition,
"The Patchwork Quilt As A
Painting," at the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University, on Tuesday,
March 20.
Senior Citizens will leave the
Ellis Community Center at two
p.m. and transportation will be
furnished ft-urn the center
The exhibition, sponsored
jointly by the Kentucky Arts
Commission and the Department of Art at MSU,will feature
quilts chosen by Miriam Gittlernan Tusks of Lexington who
looked at scores before settling
on the 23 pieces making up the
exhibit.
Miss Eagle, director of
galleries at Murray State, said
the exhibition will be at the
Gallery through Friday. March
23 with the hours being from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Mrs. Verona Grogan, Senior
Citizens director, urges all
senior citizens to visit the
exhibition with the group on
Tuesday afternoon.

By KRIS LILJIMOLM
Associated Press Writer
Two planes carried 26 American prisoners of war across the
Pacific today toward reunions
with families and friends.
Among'them Was the longest
held American POW, Army
Maj. Floyd J. Thompson, to be
met by a 9-year-old son he has
never seen.
Also in the group which left
Clark Air Base in the Philippines in C141 StarLifters Sunday evening were Philip W.
Manhard, 51, of McLean, Va.,
the highest-ranking U.S. diplomat held captive, and Navy Lt
Cmdr. Robert J. Flynn, 36, of
Colorado Springs, Colo., freed
Thursday by the Chinese. The
other 25 are the last of 134 military men and six civilians
freed last week in Hanoi by the
Viet Cong and North Vietnamese.
By North Vietnamese count,
147 American prisoners are still
to be released by March 28.
Meanwhile, 56 former POWs
prepared for extensive medical
examinations today after warm
welcomes Sunday at military
installations from California to
Maryland.
"Wonderful Wonderful! Wonderful!" repeated Air Force
Capt. William W. Butler, 32, of
San Rafael, Calif , as he accepted handshakes and hugs
from some of the 1,000 wellwishers greeting the group of 20
men landing at Travis Air
Force Base, Calif.
"We're beck in our land and
we're back with our people and
we are humbly grateful to God
and to you our countrymen for
bringing us home," said Navy
Capt. Leo T. Profilet of Palo
Alto, Calif., tears welling up behind a bright smile.
At Camp IRjeune, N.C., Lt.
Col. Jerry W. Marvel, 39, told
1,000 persons who turned out to
greet him . "I don't know the
words to say how happy I am
to be here tonight. I was very
fortunate in Hanoi to learn the
meaning of a very small word
that we sometimes take for
granted.

The Weather
Cloudy and mild tonight and
Tuesday with a chance of light
rain tonight and rain likely
Tuesday. Lows tonight low 40s.
Highs Tuesday in the mid 50s.
Outlook for Wednesday —partly
cloudy and cool.

-The word is faith Faith in
God and faith in our country,
faith in our President, faith in
my family and faith in my fellow prisoners "
Of the 28 flying home toward
similar reunions today, Maj.
Thompson of Hudson, Mass.,
had resew to be one of the
most eager "I'm anxious to
see my family, but especially
my son," he said before leaving
Clark "He's nine years old and
I've never seen him " The boy
was born March 27. 1964, the
day after Thompson was captured in Quang Tri Province
when his plane was downed
during a reconnaissance mission.
The second plane is to land at
Travis Air Force Base, Calif.,
and go on to Scott Air Force
Base, Ill
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lottlitudenh
Qualify, State
Speech Tourney

Federal Income
Taxes Amount to
9.9 Million Here

With the day of reckoning,
"God made women without a
sense of humor so that they April 16th, rapidly approaching,
could love men instead of laugh taxes are once again in the
at them" Eagle, Dothan, spotlight in Calloway County.
The big question among local
Alabama.
residents who are busy doing
"The costs of peace are great, their arithmetic is how much of
but the costs of war much a bite government will be taking
greater" Richard Nixes.
this time
Will it be bigger than it was
The fact that the Juncos and last April when personal income
Evening Grosbeaks are still taxes from the local area, inaround indicates they knew cluding employment taxes paid
something we didn't know. via withholding, added up to
When the right time comes, approximately $9,125,000"
they'll leave, and not before
All indications are that it will,
because incomes were larger in
Out to the Pancake House 1972, on average, than they
Friday night, and we must say were the previous year.
it was a pleasant experience.
The size of the tax load borne
We got the steak and eggs which by Calloway County residents is
also included some pancakes. estimated from figures released
We cleaned it up. It was good by the Internal Revenue Service
eating and we recommend it. covering the State of Kentucky
as a whole.
We do not normally eat that
They show that individual
much so were surprised when income and employment taxes
we ate the whole thing
collected throughout the state
last year came to $1,250,000,000,
Another pleasant evening last with local residents producing
week was over to Bennie and some 0.73 percent of the total.
Jean Simmons house. Seasoned
And this year, if the adfood done to a tee. Jean is an ministration's expectations are
excellent cook with the know- realized, the receipts will be
how to use seasoning properly. even greater
has

10' Per Copy

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, March 19, 1973

MEMBERS OF BOY Steed Troop 77 planted white pine trees along the Land Between the lakes
Trace for beautification amid erosion control; thereby completing requirements for forest and
conservation merit badges. Each scout planted one hundred trees. Scouts, were left to right, front
row, Kent Harmon. Brad &oar, Donnie Henry. Joey Grasty, Jon NoffsIngt-r Ind Nam Kell% ha, k
row. Kirk Johnson. Phil Byre., Clair I-'%ersme%er. and Robert t ndensood

Three File For Biological Station
Re-Election In
Primary Classes Scheduled
May 29
Three incumbents have filed
for re-election in the May 29
Democratic Primary here,
according to county court clerk
Marvin Harris.
Charles Hale, property
valuation administrator, Fred
Workman, city councilman
from Ward B. and William R.
Furches, city councilman frail
Ward B. have filed papers for
re-election
Furches and Workman a7e
currently in their first term as
city councilmen and Hale is in
his third term as property
valuation administrator.

Calloway Squad
Called Saturday

Murray State 1 niversity has
scheduled the first classes to be
offered at the newly-completed
biological station on Kentucky
Lake for the coming summer
term.
Hancock,
Hunter
Dr
chairman of the biology
department, said two courses
will be offered during each of
four-week cycles, the hest
from June 11 to July 6 and the
second from July 9 to Aug. 3 He
listed these courses:
June 11-July 6—Biology 500,
Radiation Biology, to be taught
by three rnessibere of the .Oak
Ridge 1Tenn. 1 Associated
Universities staff; and Biology
503, Field Entomology, to be
taught by Dr. M. D. Hassell
July 5--Aug. 3—Biology 513,
Regional Flora, to be taught by
Dr, Marian Fuller; and Biology
514, Limnology, to be taught by
Dr Morgan Sisk.
Emphasizing the condensed
and comprehensive nature of
each course, Hancock added
that a student will be limited to
one class during each four-week
cycle Each course will carrry
four semester hours of credit at
either the advanced undergraduate or the graduate

The Calloway County FireRescue Squad answered e call
at 10 25 p.m. Saturday t4i the
house on the Brookland Farms,
located east of Penno and
occupied by Mr and Mrs
Charles Dunn
Rescue squad members said
the fire was from soot in the
chimney and was out on arrival
of the squad. The house is a
white frame dwelling.
Squad members answering Board To Meet Thursday
Report Cards, Murray
the call were Max Dowdy, Jim
Johnson, Bernard Steen, Itirksey PTA Executive
High, Issued Today
Charles Tubbs, Loyd Key, Jim
The Executive Board of the
Wilkinson, Phil Owens, Jerry
Report cards for the third Edwards, Ed Jennings. and Kirksey Unit of the ParentTeacher Association will meet
grading period at Murray High Aaron Dowdy.
Thursday, March 22, at 1 . 30
school were distributed today,
p.m. in the home of Mrs.
according to Principal Eli
DEAN'S LLST
Boehm, Howard Darnell.
Linda
Leslie
Alexander.
Mrs.
Edward
Willie,
Parents are urged to examine daughter of Mr. and Mrs Alois
the cards, sign theme and have Leslie, Jr., of Almo, was named president, urges all members to
the student return them to home for the fifth time to the dean's attend the meeting and to note
from
room teachers tomorrow. There List at Oakland City College, in the change in date
is one more grading period this Oakland City, Ind for the Wednesday to Thursday as
previously announced.
year, the principal said.
Winter quarter

A large number Biloeith and
debate students from both
Calloway County High School
and Murray High School
qualified for state competition
In the Regional Speech Tournament to be held in Lexington
April 8 and 7
Calloway students, qualifying
for state competition were.
Rick Wilkerson, Tommy Riley,
Jena Cleaver and Sandy Gray in
debate; Quentin Fannin in
analysis of public address;
Darrell Gibson in broadcasting,
Gale Broach in dramatic
literature; Randy Williams in
extemporaneous speaking; Krit
Stubblefield and Tom Smith in
original oratory; Stacy Adams
in poetry; Barbara Williford
Sarah Calhoun and Pam White
in prose; David Robinson in
storytelling; Vicky Pat Lamb
and Wendy Williams in duet
acting.
Murray students, who earned
superior ratings, were Jan
Baggett, Karen Jones, Barbara
Kemper, Becky Sams, David
Garrison, Mark ComptonKetth
Farrell. Debi Shinners, Leslee

level with a year of biology as a
prerequisite
Students enrolled in the
classes may stay in residence
halls on the campus, according
to Hancock. Buses will leave the
campus daily at 8 a.m. for the
biological station and return at
4pm
Noting that each class will be
limited in size to 14 students
accepted on a first-come , firstserved basis, Hancock urged
interested students to make
application as early as possible.
Located on 63 acres of
lakefront property adjacent to
Kenlake State Park about 15
miles east of Murray, the
$500,000 biological station
consists of research and
analytical laboratories, a
botany laboratory and a "wet"
laboratory for fish studies
Further information about
the summer classes or applications may be obtained by
Dr. Hunter Hanwriting to
cock, Chairman, Biology
Department, Blackburn
Science Building, Murray State
Universtiy, Murray, Ky., 42071

Richard
Broome

Carroll
Hubbard

Bartholomy, Jana Jones,
Roderick Reed, Edwin Garrett,
and Marion Holloway, according to Ron and Mary
The
coaches.
Beshear,
categories of the Murray
students were not listed in their
news release
Besnear said Murray took
first place ID the regional
tournament with more than
forty individuals participating
with eighteen being rated
superior and qualifying for the
state tournament He said the
success of the Murray team was
a real tribute to the students'
hard work and determination.
Larry England, Calloway
Coach, said twelve events were
offered in the regional tournament and Calloway qualified
at least one or more students in
eaach event He said the high
achievements accomplished
this year were due to the hard
work of all fifty-six members of
the speech and debate club. The
Laker Speech team placed third
in total sweepstake competition
Saturday

Miss Sabrina Tucker Selected As
Winner Of Civitan Essay Contest
Miss Sabrina Tucker, senior
at Calloway County High
School, has been named as the
winner of the 1972-73 Murray
Clvitan Essay Contest She is
the daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Douglas Tucker of Kirksey
Route One
Second place winner is Miss
Janey Kelso, aleo a senior at
Calloway County High School
and the daughter of Mr and
Mrs. Glenn Kelso of 1.ynn
Grove.
The theme of the contest was
"Helping Make Things Better
ResponEveryPerson's
sibility'," according to a
spokesman for the Civitan Club.
Essays were written by
students from Murray High
School and Calloway County
High School. Mrs. Betty Riley,
senior English teacher at
Calloway County High School

had one hundred and forty-five
essays written under her
direction
The two winners were chosen
from eight essays presented to
Wayne Williams and Hollis
Miller of the Civitan Club for
their judging
Miss Tucker, her parents, and
her teacher will be guests of the
Murray Civitan Club at an April
meeting

Nancy Coplen
Named, Honor

Miss Nancy Jane Coplen,
student at Murray State
University, was chosen Miss
Kentucky U.S.A at the Miss
Kentucky U.S.A. Pageant held
at Tilghman High School,
Paducah, Saturday night.
The 20 year old MSC' student
was chosen from among 18
contestants in the contest which
is a preliminary for the Miss
U S A and Miss Universe
contest. She Is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Robert Coplen of
Mayfield.
The winner received a $500
cash scholarship, a 8395
diamond cluster, and a 81013 gold
watch.
Judson
Norman
Four Runners-up were Carol
Vaughn
Shand*
Patricia Schwenke. Eastern
Kentucky University, Boone
County; Julia Hill, Eastern
Kentucky University, Hazard
County; Sherri Lisa Groce,
School.
High
Southern
Marcella
Louisville; and
State
Murray'
Maddox,
W. Judson Vaughn, assistant
University, Sturgis.
Testament
New
professor of
interpretation; I)r 0. Norman
Shands, director of admissions
and student aid; Dr Carroll
Hubbard, director of community affairs; and Rev. C
Two new family memRichard Broome, director of berships for the Oaks Country
administrative services.
Club were approved at the
Chruches involved in this meeting of the Board of
program, a joint effort of Directors and officers of the
Southern Baptist Seminary and club at their March meeting.
The new members were
the Kentucky Baptist Confor Mr. and Mrs.
approved
vention, are: Calvert City;
Sharpe; Zion's Cause; Bethel, Louis Greenfield and Mr. and
Briensburg; New Harmony; Mrs Bobby G. Campbell.
The board named Mrs.
First Missionary, Benton;
Vanzora; Hamlet; Pleasant Burlene Brewer to fill the
Hope; Olive; Union Ridge; New position left vacant on the board
Zion; Hardin; Dexter; Flint; by the death of Mrs. Molly
Northside; First, Murray; Jones.
New committee chairmen are
Memorial; Calvary; West
Cothran, house and
Roy
Fork; Sugar Creek; Locust
Seale, swimGrove; Cherry Corner; New grounds; Polly
J. P. Parker,
Mt. Carmel; Elm Grove; and ming pool;
finance; \ Auburn Wells, rules
Sinking Spring.
and progiiam; F'urdom Lovett,
The people of the area are membership; Bobby Fike,
invited to hear these Seminary tournament Joe Pat James,
representatives in the various social; Bill Seale and Emma
churches.
Lou Story, publicity.

Association Churches To
Observe 'Seminary Day'

Twenty seven churches in the
Blood River Baptist Association
"Southern
will
observe
Seminary Day" on Sunday,
March 25. Faculty, staff, and
students from the Seminary will
speak in the Baptist churches of
the area (Marshall and
Calloway counties) at morning
worship services.
Baptist
Southern
The
Theological Seminary is the
oldest Southern Baptist Convention institution and the only
Southern Baptist Convention
institution located in Kentucky.
It was founded in Greenville,
South Carolina, in 1859 and was
moved to Louisville in 1877 The
Seminary has 11,000 alumni in
church and denominational
positions in the United States
and Canada and in many other
current
The
countries.
enrollment is approximately
\Zees
1300.
In addition to more than
OPTIMIST-BURGER QUEEN DAY—These three members of the Murray Optimist Club get some
on-the-job training for the Optimist-Burger Queen Day to he held on Tuesday, March Neb. The twenty students, the following
members are from left to right; Jimmy Fain, Rill Adams. and Max Sykes. All net proceeds will be Seminary faculty and staff
members will participate in
going to the Calloway County High School "Band Uniform F ond "
"Southern Seminary Day:" Dr.
i Photo hN Wilson w

Oaks Country Club
Board Has Meeting
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By JEFFREY sr JtIliN
Copley News Service

NEW YORK —"During this
century," observed John C.
Etridge of the Research Division of the U.S. Library of
Congress, "pardon and amnesty have not come quickly
for persons guilty of desertion
MONDAY—MARCH 19. 1973
or draft evasion during periods of military hostilities, and
those receviing amnesty have
been select groups representing a small proportion of the
In 1969 the nation's air traffic controllers staged a
total number of offenders.series of slowdown and "sick-ins" to call attention to
The current propaganda
their need for more manpower. Congress responded
campaign of those pleading
by authorizing the hiring of 1,000 additional trainees.
the case on behalf of draft
dodgers and deserters during
Now the controllers complain that because of
the Vietnam conflict paints an
attrition in their ranks, they are back where they
entirely different picture for
were four years ago. It takes three years to train a
the American public. The imcontroller. As a result of a two-year freeze on hiring,
pression is being fostered that
after each and every conflict
there are not enough trained personnel coming
sore the tune of George
along to fill the vacancies.
Washington, presidential amHere is one area in which the Nixon Adnesty for desertion and draft
illbe
may
policy
austerity
current
ministration's
dodging has been granted.
advised.—Tulsa (Okla ) World.
The historical facts, however, tell a different story and
the circumstances under
which amnesty was granted
were far different from the
the
to
complained
A convicted Peeping Tom
reasons in the current clamor
for amnesty.
Mississippi Supreme Court that an antipeep law
First, it is important to keep
singles out men and doesn't provide for punishment
In mind that the proponents of
equal
him
denies
said,
he
This,
peepers.
women
of
amnesty have sought, to lump
protection of the law so the statute should be thrown
deserters In with draft dodgers when, in fact, historically
out as unconstitutional.
the categories have always
No. said the court, peeping for indecent purposes
been dealt with as separate isthan
rather
men
to
ascribed
"traditionally
is
sues. "Amnesty for those viowomen."
lating the draft laws have
So far there hasn't been a peep out of the Women
been few indeed," noted John
C. Etridge "The historical
Libs about these sexist judges who selfishly uphold
record shows only two such
a description of crime labeled Men Only.—Dallas
instances, the first in 1933 and
(Tex.) News
the second in 1947." In both instances, the period of time between the commission of the
sixty years to her beloved Club of Houston, Texas, to
By Ota Mae Word
crime and amnesty was exNatchez for the annual
which
in
diary,
Her
gardens.
Years ago Frank Sinatra frequently sang "All or
Azaleas and camellia trees
tensive and the proportion of
garden illgrunage. While she was in
more than a hundred years old, she kept meticulous
Nothing at All "
Natchez, firends told her that the total numbers granted
tried
she
that
notes,
indicates
Although he did not lift his voice in song, his tune thrusting masses of magenta, every new plant she could find Rosedown was for sale and that amnesty was small.
Second, the advocates of
was pretty much the same when he recently billed soft lavender, scarlet and pink on the market While the she might enjoy seeing the
high into the air delicate,
amnesty prefer to reach back
the House Select Committee on Crime $18,750 for a fragrant, pristine- white American Horticulture Society gardens.
to the late 18th and to the 19th
(hi her first visit she was
single day's appearance to testify on his financial gradenias on hundreds of credits another Southern
of unprepared for the size and centuries to cite presidential
introduction
the
with
garden
interest in a now defunct Massachusetts racetrack. enormous shrubs .a thousand
proclamations as justification
azaleas into American gardens beauty of the azaleas and
Committee Chairman Claude Popper took the hydrangeas stretching like blue in 1872, old invoices at camellias, which were in full for granting amnesty, conve.matter in stride, notifying Sinatra that he was en- polka dots along an oak Rosedown show that Martha bloom. Around her she saw niently forgeting to separate
..sweet olive trees high
draft dodger from the detitled to 12 cents a mile if he came by auto, plus $20 avenue
azaleas for great walls of color On every the
as a house exquisite, fragrant Turnbull imported
serter.
horticultural
rare
were
side
in
Orient
the
for one day of testimony
old fashioned roses, swaying in her gardens from
The historian, Prof. Henry
specimens---Century old sweet
"I Can't Give You Anything But Love, Baby
soft breezes are some of the 1836'
Steele Corrunanger, has done
Martha Turnbull's tastes olive, deutzlas, -hip" gardenia this, citing Washington's parhorticultural vistas in the
an Diego (Calif./ Union
the exotic. In her shrubs, crape myrtle and mock doning of deserters during the
favored
of
St.
in
Rosedown
gardens
planted specimens oranges, many of them almost a
she
gardens
American Revolution and
Francisville La which inspired
specie of century and a half old.
those who engaged in the
the late Mrs. Milton Underwood of cryptonneria, a
Towering overhead were the
Whiskey Rebellion. He also
of
Texas to purchase redwood grown in abundance in
"Sometimes It Pays to Think". a headline says. As thisHouston,
prodigal trees—magnolia
She
-Japan.
particularly
Asia,
went on to cite Lincoln's ammagnificent plantation
a matter of fact it pays to think all the time.— empire in 1956 and restore it to had read that the avenue grandiflora and great live oaks, nesty of deserters during the
the Emperior's festooned with draperies of U.S. Civil War
Greenville (S C.) News.
its mid-nineteenth century leading to
is lined with moss. Leading to Rosedown
But in fact, through the enTokyo
in
Palace
grandeur.
House a vaulted archway, tire period of history when
giant cryptorneria.
The Rosedown restoration,
Between 1830 and the Civil cathedral-like in its dignity and amnesty was been granted by
which will preserve the beauty
camellias imported from Gothic height, enclosed within presidents it has always been
War,
LIDGIR
of the South's golden years
and hot houses of the the cloistered gardens a silence, toward those who committed
England
forever, not only saves for
acts against the government
north, became popular in strong sense of slow pails..
Mrs. John R. Shackelford, age 75, died yesterday America one of its most unique Southern gardens because The Underwoods made the while remaining on U.S. soil.
and authentic heritage houses,
at the Murray Hospital.
they thrived outdoors and decision which gave America Nowhere in the pages of hisbut one of its oldest and most provided color in winter one of its most beautiful torical reading can one find a
A soggy Calloway County missed the predicted beautiful gardens as well. The
for single instance when oftwo to four inches of rain yesterday only to meet the gardens of Rosedown, which months. It was neutral that the restored homes, and saved Old
fenders were granted amnesgardens of RosMovrn were one all time the magnificent
ty after having fled the nation.
same prediction for today. All gates at Kentucky are characterized by Old World of the first Louisiana gardens World gardens of Rosedown.
This is an important factor to
Dam have been opened due to flooding in the state. atmosphere, were inspired to show japonicas extensively.
Tunnbull
Martha
of
diary
The
in focus, the acts for
Charter members of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 more than a hundred years ago Today, the camellias planted at was invaluable in laying out the keep
which amnesty were later
by Versailles Gardens. The
order of the Eastern Star, organized October 13, regenerated showplace is at- Rosedown more than a century original paths, and in restoring granted were always commit1936. were honored in a special program by the tracting thousands to the ago are camellia forests, and flower gardens that were ted within the country.
the beautiful a century ago. Still on
Prof. Commanger, interestchapter. Pins were presented to Peter Kuhn, Maggie Louisiana River Road (the are believed to be among
oldest and largest such trees their old sites are the three ingly, provides an historical
Rouge-New
Natchez-Baton
Woods, A.O. Woods, Hilda Hart, Nell Robbins, Belva
summerhouses, the old garden example of one instance
still extant in America.
Dill, Anna Kuhn, Connie Jones, Pearl Shackelford, Orleans route)
After the War Between the house with its handmade tools, which has a compelling paralPaul Dill, and R.H. Robbins.
Ftosedown was built in 1835 by States, Rosedown. like other and the original hot house. One lel with the current crop of
Seneca High School, Louisville, beat Lexington a wealthy planter, Daniel plantations of the South was wall of the old conservatory draft dodgers and deserters
. Dunbar 72 to 66 to become champions of the Ken- Turnbull, for his wife Martha. stranded in a world of poverty. remains, which the landscapea who fled to Canada the war,"
"During and after
While he devoted his great Surviving family members, architect cleverly used as
- lucky High School Basketball Tournament.
wealth to creating a house of proud of their heritage, backdrop for a formal parterre. he writes of our own RevoluAs always, the century-old tionary struggle "some 80,000
impeccable beauty, she In- managed to maintain their
vested her talent in creating estate until 1956, when the last Italian made Carrara statues Loyalists fled the country,
magnificent 17th century Fr- heir died. In spite of the stand guard in the oak avenue, mostly to Canada. A few reench landscape style gardens. inevitable neglect during the creating rim Old World at- turned, but both public opinLEI)GER • TIMES paLs
ion and legislation were so
By the mid 1800's the gardens of long, lonesome years in bet- mosphere.
hostile to loyalists that most
the
the
the
of
ween,
original
beauty
one
become
had
Rosedown
A color film on the Rosedown
preferred exile."
• Deaths reported are Mrs. Roy Ross. age 53, Mrs
century's most distinguished gardens of Rosedown remained
is available for
The American public and its
.Sallie Crass, Mrs. Etta Jones, and Mary Jo Kemp, horticultural collections, the intact, concealed by a curtain of restoration
For information on
vines and jungle-like growth. clubs.
political leadership should re
showplace of the Missippi.
age 31;2, the latter death due to leukemia.
gard this attitude of the
Catherine Fondren Un- Rosedown and its century-old
The young couple, who had
. "One of the nicest arrays of shrubbery and
the means and the taste to fill derwood discovered Rosedown gardens, write Rosedown, leaders of the American
ManufacMurray
the
at
down
is
;flowering plants
their house and gardens with in the spring of 1956 when she Drawer M, St. Francisville, Revolution as the moral yardstick with which to measure
:luring Company," from the column, "Seen & Heard
the finest treasures of the took the River Oaks Garden Louisiana
the merits of amnesty. If eithe
shopped
world,
. Around Murray."
ther the deserter or the draft
of
capitals
Europe
sophisticated
Music
the
Joe Tarry on drums will represent
dodger fled to Canada or other
and
silver
furnishings,
for
the
at
Club
Woman's
Murray
the
Department of
countries, amnesty should be
crystal. The gardens of Verdistrict contest of the KFWC here March 21.
denied. If. however, the young
sailles, with its artistic marble
man of conscience, preferring
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Guy statuary, inspired them to give
a U.S. prison term to subjectTurner on March 10, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. their own gardens an Old World
ing himself to military conThat the American people may be nuts or
: Lancaster on March 11, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ovid atmosphere. The carrara
scription, is still serving his
the
to
they
react
be
way
.may
seen
something
in
the
in
selected
they
Suiter on March 14, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond statues which
sentence or has completed it,
Italy for their grounds arrived energy crisis. A gasolineshortage is on the way, yet
only he should be considered
Brittain on March 17, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs
at Bayou Sara, a busy riverport we buy more autos and plan more trips. Electric
eligible for amnesty of a full
Curtis Hays on March 17.
in
Rosedown,
from
mile
one
just
pardon.
power already is running short but we order more
1852. Within days, marble forms
lights and buy more
turn
on
conditioners,
air
Implied in the plea for ammore
representing the gods and
of
people
who
kind
Wp
toothbrushes.
the
electric
;ire
the
of
mythology,
goddesses
BRITISH VISITORS
four seasons and the continenta would rob both Peter and Paul with a credit card
The Department of Trade
of the world stood tall on brick instead of a gun
and Industry and the British
Tourist Authority reported re
"Every man's fll,iracter is the arbiter
We give thanks to God always for you all, making pedestals between the great live
oaks of the Rosedown avenue,
cently that foreign visitors to
of hi'.. )ortune.“
mention of you in our prayers.-1 Thessalonians 1:2. and along the avenue court.
Britain totaled 5,375,000 in
—
It is good to know that Christian friends are
Sententi.ie, c 50 B.C.
A remarkable experimental
1972, an increase of about 8
naming us in a prayer to God. Are we doing the horticulturist, Martha
per rent over the previous
year.
Turnbull devoted more than
same?

Air Controller Trouble

Not A Peep

Good Luck

Rosedown Restoration To Preserve
Beauty Of Golden Years In South

a o Today
Ten-YearsAg

nesty is a desire of its advocates to allow young men to
escape the consequences of
their actions.
Those, moreover, who plead
for a conditional amnesty
with punishment consisting of
a period of national service
miss the entire moral issue
which brought about the
problem the system of military conscription. What is the
difference between foretng a
young man to serve in a
branch of the military service

or having him brought back to
the United States to be forced
to serve a period in some form
of national service' Both approaches constitute involuntary. servitude Nevertheless,
the draft laws have been violated and the violators cannot
be allowed to go unpunished
(Jeffrey St. John is a CBS
Radio Network "Spectrum"
commentator and is seen regularly on the CBS-TV "Morning News" with John Hart.

%spools
OPINION
opinions From Other Newspapers

POMPANO BEACH, FLA., POMPANO SHOPPER: "It is good to note that Congress...is in a most
definite mood to do something about what has
developed into a scandal, something we can do
nothing more than feel ashamed of—our present
welfare system with its many ramifications,
loopholes, stealing and what have you. It is time that
a full realization of corrective steps must be taken,
not because this type of government function is new,
but because it's gone completely out of control "
NEWTON, MISS., RECORD: "Most people talk
too much and listen too little, creating a communication gap. After we blurt out things that
should have been left unsaid, we agree with this
theory On the average a person spends 30 per cent
of his communication hours in speaking, 45 per cent
in listening (including television time), 16 per cent
reading and 9 per cent writing. These are averages,
while many people talk more, read less or none.
write none and listen less."
ROCHESTER, N.Y., HENRIETTA JOURNAL:
'There's one thing certain: The governments on the-:;...
kcal. state and federal levels have MailowUs a natiori''
of bookkeepers and bankers for them—and we aren't
paid for it, either!"
INDIANOLA, IOWA, RECORD-HEARLD AND
TRIBUNE: "We might complain now and then
about our electrical service—or our telephone
service—but no complaint could be as frustrating,
surely, as the word out from Poland. Families ac-,
tually wait for eight years to have a telephone installed—and then the installation costs one month's
wages (Which is approximately $100 in Poland.)"
MARYSVILLE, CALIF., APPEAL-DEMOCRAT:
"The motivation for government health insurance is
not to provide setter medicine. The momentum to
centralize health insurance comes from a drive for
power Now anyone who wishes to centralize power
for no beneficial reason, pershaps even knowing that
the consequence will be bad, has to be daft.
Realistically, we ask what person controls himself
so faultlessly-that he believes he has an infallible
capability for controlling others?"
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Adventists Nixon Using Unprecedented
Send Youths Power Display In 2nd Term
qHAW
To Brazil
The Murray Seventh-day
Adventist Church has received
a 'hrilling message from Brazil,
stated Pastor Bill Strong. The
Seveatb-day Adventist In
Brazil,have placed an army of
80,000 young people" at the
disposal of the Brazillian
Government, according to a
report leceived at the General
Conference headquarters in
Washington, D.C.
The "army" of youth will Join
with Minister of Education
Jarbas Passaruiho in a battle
against narcotics.
Enock de Oliveira, secretary
of the South American Division
of Adventist, said that the
assignment came in response to
a request made by Passarinho,
who had expressed to church
officials the concern of the
government over increaseing
addiction to drugs and alcohol
in Brazil.
The government has mounted
a campaign against these vices,
said Oliverira. Adventist young
people will conduct a program
of education aimed at alerting
other youth as to the ill effect of
drugs. The program include"
lectures, films, exhibits, special
conferences or rallies, and oneto-one communication.

By GAYLORD
Associated Preil Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Nixon is making perhaps
unprecedented use of executive
power as he seeks in his second
term to reshape America's government.
In doing so, he has enraged
Congress and engaged it in a
power struggle and constitutional confrontation of historic scope.
The issues range from whether the president has to spend
the dollars Congress votes to
whether White House aides can
refuse a sunu-nons to appear
before congressional committees
At stai in the view of many
and presidential
historiai .
scholars, is the traditional executive-legislative balance of
power.
Members of Congress contend
that Nixon has ignored the Constitution and tipped the balance
in his favor. Sen. Sam J. Ervin,
D-N.C., for one, contends the
Republican chid executive has
built up "the most dangerous
concentration of executive power in our history."
Nonsense, respond Nixon
aides. They contend the President is using "a limited number of government tools" in be-
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half of the public interest.
But Nixon's top domestic adviser, John Ehrlictunan, acknowledged recently that the
President exercises "one-man
rule." This is because he has to
"step into the vacuum" left by
congressional inaction, Ehrlichman said.
Examples abound of Nixon's
use of executive powers, including:
—Establishment of a socalled "super cabinet" by designating three Cabinet members as presidential counselors
and giving them broad authority over the areas of natural resources, human resources and
community development.
—A widespread series of
freezes directed at programs he
seeks to curb or eliminate in
his second term. He acted without consulting Congress, and
protests quickly came from
Capitol Hill.
—The withholding of federal
funds voted by Congress in an
effort to keep spending to about
$250 billion this year. —The
downgrading of the Cabinet's
traditional role as a deliberative body.
"The real, productive work"
in shaping government policy is
done in smaller groups, such as
the National Security Council
or the Domestic Council, Ehrlichman said, and "I don't
think anybody would try to tell
you differently."

The fact that Nixon uses the
doctrine of executive privilege
to keep those policymakers
from testifying before congressional committees rankles
many on Capitol Hill.
The making of foreign policy,
for example, has been centralized in the White House under
presidential adviser Henry Kissinger, rather than the State
Department under Secretary of
State William P. Rogers.
Rogers, as a statutory Cabinet officer, testifies frequently
before House and Senate committees. Kissinger never has,
although the White House says
he frequently meets informally
with members of Congress.
Some of Nixon's moves can
be traced to his distrust of the
Bureauracy. A month after his
landslide re-election, the President told newsmen at Camp
David that -it has been my
conviction for years that elect' ed officials In ttds count y too
often become prisoners of .
the bureaucracy which they are
supposed to run."
It was at the mountain top
retreat in the Maryland mountains during November and December that Nixon charted a
series of steps to tighten White
House control of the Bureaucracy

- When someone you loveis far
away,reach out and touch them
with your voice.
Dial them long distance. And when you do, dial an
economy call the One Plus way. There's no cheaper way to
call them long distance.

He shifted trusted White
keep.
to
aides
House
management posts at Interior.
Transportation and other departments and ordered his Office of Management and Budget
to squeeze more efficiency out
of the federal workforce.
He ordered that administration lobbying efforts on Capitol Hill be coordinated from the
White House, and approved
moves to bring public-relations
operations throughout government more under the wing of
the executive office.
Nixon's wielding of executive
power should not have come as
a surprise to Congress. He
telegraphed his plans even before his election in 1908, saying
in a campaign speech that ''the
days of a passive presidency
belong to a simplier past. Let
me be very clear about this.
The next president must take
an activist view of his office."
An activist president he has
been, scholars agree.
"The President steps into
power vacuums," Prof. Alexander Bickel of Yale Law School
recently told a group of congressmen. "If no one is there,
he steps in."
Most scholars give Nixon the
edge in his struggle with Congress. But the Democrats on
Capitol Hill aren't giving up
without a fight.
It is time, said Sen. Harold
Hughes, D-Iowa, for members
of Congress "to dig their heels
in and be damned if they are
going to be shoved any further"
by the executive branch.
"For my own," Hughes said,
"I've been pushed about as far
as I intend to be pushed."

CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER

OPEN
9-9 Mon.-Sat.

Hgwy. 641 N.
1-6 Sunday

Murray, Ky.

YOU Buy
for Less!
Prices burgs Ad Good Mon.-Tues:-Wed., Mar. 19-20-21
Spring is around the corner
LADIES

MIDRIFF TOPS

and it's,. Tennis Time!

For the layered look. Similar to
illustration. Sizes S-M-L.

Be Fashionable In A ...

100% POLYESTER

Reg.
r3.99

TENNIS DRESS

2!5

Trimmed in Red, White & Blue.

MEN'S KNIT

Has Shorts under Skirt.

SHIRTS

2 Styles
Sizes S-M-L

100% Polyester
2 designs in fashion colors
on white. Tie not included

Regular 59.44

Scriptures
Published In
1,500 Dialects
NEW YORK—The number of
languages anri dialects in which
the Scriptures have been
published reached a record
1,500 in 1972.
Statistics compiled by the
United Bible Societies show that
since the invention of printing LA
the middle of the 15th century to
Dec. 31, 1972, at least one
complete book of the Bible has
been printed, by various
1,500
in
organizations,
languages or dialects. The total
reflects an increase of 43 in the
language count over the
previous year.
Complete books of the Bible
were published in 42 of the new
languages in 1972. They ranged
from Apalai, which is spoken in
Brazil, to Zongkhar, spoken in
Bhutan. Publishers included
Bible Societies and eight other
organizations.
Ekajuk, the 43rd new I
language, is spoken in Nigeria,
and made its debut in the
language count as a complete
New Testament.
were
Bibles
Complete
published last year for the first
time in two languages which
appeared in previous language
counts. They were Paite and
Thado ( Kuki), both spoken in
India, and published by the
Bible Society of India.
The United Bible Societies is a
worldwide fellowship of 55
national Bible Societies, one of
which is the American Bible
Society. The work of the United
Bible Societies is carried on in
more than 150 countries and
territories.
Adverti.seroent

How's
Your
Hearing?
Chicago, 111,—A fre4. ofTm- of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non -operating model
of the smallest Belton' aid ever
ly
made will be given absolut,
free to anyone answPring
advertisement.
Try it to see how it is wrn
in the privacy of your own
home without cost or obligation
of any kind. It's yours to keep,
free. It weighs less than a third
of an ounce, and it's all at ear
level, in one unit. No wires lead
from body to head.
These models are free, so we
suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there is
no cost, and certainly no obl
tion. Write to Dept. 934, Beltone Electronics Corp., 4201 W.
Victoria, Chicago, 111.60646.
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HOMER LAUGHLIN
PORCELAIN

DINNERWARE

COOKWARE
SET

6 Place Setting
Gold Color with Black Trim

•1 Qt Saucepan & Cover

Dishwasher Safe

•2 Qt Saucepan & Cover

CLOTHES RACK

•9" Fry Pan & Cover

Stores flat when not in use
8 hat or storage shelf.

Regular i9.94

$888

•4 Qt Casserole
Red or Green

Rolls on plastic casters

Reg.

Reg. '7.77

$599

8.99
41.11a.

your

IRONING BOARD

BANKAMERICARO

All Steel Construction
Folds For Easy Storage

Reg.
4.27

wecome

$292

IRONING BOARD PAD & COVER

LAUNDRY BASKET

Non-Scrch Fintsh-Fits Standard Size Boards

Large Size 224"x14"x9"
Heavy Duty Plastic

Reg.
99'

LISTERINE
Large
20-oz.

77'
MR.
- BUBBLE:

bit

Reg.
1.24
HELENE CURTIS

HAIR SPRAY
13 oz

Size

Reg.
1.18

JERGENS
LOTION
10 oz

hil

Regular or
Super Hold
Reg. 74'

88

91P

42

Plastic
Bottle
Flip-Top
Reg. 92'
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Hostess For Meet
Group IV of the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the
First Christian Church met in
the home of Mrs. Steve Shaw on
By ODETTE MENGIN
Monday evening, March 12.
AP Fashion Writer
at
elected
officers
Temporary
(AP) — The fashion
ROME
the newly organized group were
mill twin round and round,
Mrs. Buddy Petty. elhairman;
—they Say
Mrs. Tommy Marshall, serBut it seemed to have come
vice; Mrs. Richard Greer, almost to a standstill Monday
Plymouth's Liz Stimley
program, Mrs. John Bennett, rught when Greguriana put
in the Driver's Seat
and Miss Rebecca Dublin, Chanel suits and shirtwaist
Caution Needed At Night
telephone.
dresses on the runway Pants
Driving precautions foe
Others present were Mrs. were banned for the first time
women begin before they get
in thacar and do not end un- John Mark Hale, Mrs. David this year
til they return home and have Roos, and Mrs. Shaw.
In an effort ib spruce up a
locked the door.
rather dowdy collection, GregoThe gal who drives alone
riana pleated sleeves and colat night must be extra cau- Keeping It Clean
of dresses and draped
lars
tious while going. to her car.,
Meat processing is carried
getting in it, driving, ascii
shirts into scarfs tied in a bow
out under carefully conwhile leaving the car.
Pollee ad- trolled conditions in order to over the shoulder
Duchess of Windsor hats,
vise those - guard against contamination.
brim turned back over the forerocedures
weiewste•—•This includea_atricl regula- head, matched the coley of
tions which apply to the
wbsels:
did the shoes and
L Always people who work in the dresses, as
leek the processing plants as well as stockings In sunflower yellow,
the effect was a bit dazzling.
doors whoa
the ear is to the plants themselves. In
The suds were classical —
parked — addition to adherence to box-pleats for the skirts and
even in your stringent health regulations.
dark contrasting edges for the
own drivepersonal Cleanliness is-a con- hem and trimmings The deway
2 Keep a flashlight in your stant concern. Clean white signer often crossed and draped
purse so that you can check uniforms, plastic disposable the front of shirts and bodices
the inside of the car before gloves and hair covers are
across the model's breasts.
sou get in
Gregoriana was a little more
3 Lock the garage door required. Both men and womwhen you leave so that no one en must wear nets ovei5 long daring with her evening
can wait for your return.
hair and a bearded man must
4 Keep the car doors wear a snood. Scientists and dresses
A couple of party frocks had
open
locked and the windows
Just enough for ventilation quality control experts are short puffed sleeves. But on
while you drive.
employed to make sure all others she closed plunging V 5 keep your car in good standards
met.
Owed necklines Both front
condition, and buy gamoline
find back, with strings of beads
in the daytime
Meat on M
and cut out diamond patterns at
6 Drive on busy, well.
lighted streets, and never
To build hot open face sand- the waistline or under the bust
pick up strangers.
wich snacks in minutes, be- The dresses, all in one color or
7 Ignore loud talk or music from near-by cars. your gin with English muffins and brightly printed, lengthened the
glances might be interpreted
extra meat. Almost any meat silhouette and flowed smoothly
as an invitation.
leftover can be used, such as
In contrast to Gregoriana,
8 Leave a porch light on,
if Nou expect to arrive home slices or pieces of ham, roast Martieres collection stressed
beef, roast pork loin, corned pants and high waistlines for
after dark.
9 Have your door keys
beef or beef pot-roast. Simply draws
before you get out of the car
spread halved English muffins
It shouldn't matter whether a
10 Let an acquaintance
with mustard, catsup or may- woman has a good figure or not
know where you are going
onnaise; add slices of cooked with the new high-fashion trend
and when you expect to arrive Then report by phone
meat; season with salt, pep- that emerged. If you do have a
when vou reach your destinaper and spice, as desired, and figure, there will be plenty of
tion
slip under broiler for a few opportunities to reveal a bare
minutes to heat. Top each breast and a good pair of legs If
sandwich with ii slice of cheese not, the dolly-type dresses by
and continue —broiling until American designer Frank
cheese begins to melt. Serve Martieri will cover all that'
shouldn't be seen.
hot.

Round

MINI AGAIN? -- These shirt style dresses, possibly the
ultimate in mini skirts, were displayed Wednesday in London
in Hungarotex 11173 summer collection. At left is a green
cotton design; center is a blue, yellow and whits smock with
short puffed sleeves The design at right, resembling. man's
dress shirt is orange striped with spotted collar and cuffs

Fred Gillum And Members Of 4-H Club
Present Program at Hazel PTO Meeting

Hosts for this occasion will be
Elementary
Washington
School, Charles Whitnell,
president, Longfellow
Elementary, Prentice McClain,
president, and East College
Elementary School, Douglas
Carneal, president, all of
Mayfield.
A planning meeting for the
spring mdermm was held
recently with Mrs. Melvin
Earles, 'resident of the First
District PTA, Mrs. Perry N.
Smith, state health and mental
health chairman, Mrs. Douglas
I3owder,first district health and
mental health chairman, Mrs.
Glynn Wilson, rural service
chairman, Mrs. Chester Grant,
cultural arts chairman, Mrs.
Carole Castell, Washington
Elementary School, and Mrs.
Kathy Stone, Washington
School, present.
Mrs. Earles announced that a
silver tray will be given to the
most
the
with
school
representatives attending. First
District PTA is made up of
thirteen counties in Western
Kentucky.

The Hazel Parent-Teacher Ricky Garland reading a
Club held its regular meeting on scripture passage and Kenny
Tuesday evening, March 13, in Erwin leading in prayer
Walter Byars, president,
the school auditorium.
Fred Gillum, Calloway presided. Mrs. Inruta Malcolm
County 4-H Agent, was the gave the secretary's report and
speaker He explained briefly Mrs. Ella Tidwell, treasurer,
Local schools in PTA include
tits work with the youth of the gave the financial report. Byars
county who are involved in the urged the group to support the units at Kirksey Elementary,
Easter Seal campaign with Robertson Elementary, Carter
4-H Chiba.
Hazel representatives being Elementary, Murray Middle,
Various members of the 4-H
Mrs. Edd Miller, Jr., and Mrs. and Murray High Schools.
experiences
their
of
told
Club
John White.
(hiring the past year in swimThe banner and cash prize for
ming, cattle judging, sewing, the room count was won by Mrs.
and assembling small engines.
Edna Robinson's fourth grade.
The entire C-H group presented
The executive committee met
a patriotic program entitled
at six-thirty o'clock in the
"My America."
evening to bring recomThe Hazel 4-H leaders are
mendations to the assembly.
Mrs. Gerald Coles, Mrs Carves
With so many new
Hal Miller was elected to head
Paschall, Mrs James Alton,
cleaning preparations on
the nominating committee for
and
Mr
Mrs. Henry Blakely,
the market, it's easy to
the election FTC at the next
Mrs. Dan Billingtan, and Ray
overlook 4000 of the best ol
meeting on April 19.
Newsome. Mem Mucha]) is a
Suggestions were given for all and certainly the least
junior leader
various money-making projects ex pensive. ordinary
The fifth and sixth grades had
to be held this spring. Members household vinegar. Few
the devotional period with
of the budget and finance Products are as versatile or
committee. Hal Miller, Roy useful.
Cothran, and Jane Buchanan,
Varnished or painted
were asked to look into some of
surfaces that have grown
the proiects.
The group voted to buy a dish- cloudy or dull with time
waaher for the schooL cafeteria sparkle again when you
with the government giving wipe them off with a filoth
financial support. Mrs. Helen wrung from a solub& of
Hogancamp, Calloway County one tablespoon of Vinegar
director of lunchrooms, has in a quart of luke warm
recommedned this step in In- water. Follow by wiping
Barbera Jewell
creasing sanitation measures. with a dry cloth
LOCK UP
Following the meeting a
INSECTICIDES
This and dozens of other
social hour was held in the
A home flower garden can be cafeteria with the fifth and sixth tips are found in a free
a thing of joy and beauty Be
booklet "Why didn't
sure to keep eVerything joyful grade mothers serving refresh- someone tell me all
these
keep inseeticides and gar- ments.
uses for vinegar?" Write
den weed killers in a locked
cabinet, or in some other safe
Mrs. -Lorene Freeman,
place Never take chances with
Speas
Company, 2400
insecticides . . they are poiNicholson Ave., Kansas
sons. The only safe place for
BOWDEN GIRL
these poisons is under lock and
Mr and Mrs Joe Brooks City, Missoun 64120.
key
Bowden
of Kirksey Route One
If you don't have "room" in
For a bnghter laundry,
a cabinet where weed killers are the parents of a baby girl,
can be locked away, then make Tammie Louise, weighing six use 3½ cups vinegar to a
provisions to build a small chest
half tub of rinse water
for this purpose It's well worth pounds Ills ounces, born on
the last cycle, the
dunng
7.30
p.m.
March
at
Monday,
5,
the trouble You might avert a
tragedy Be safe . . not sorry. at the Murray-Calloway County book advises. A quarter cup
When you need flowers, call
of vinegar in the dish washer
us Flowers for every occasion Hospital
makes glassware gleam.
Their
are
other
children
is our motto You can be sure
that the greatest care is given Wesley Carl, age eleven, Tony, And a cloth dampened in
to the preparation of every age ten, and Kathy Michelle, pure vinegar will remove
arrangement We are as near
age nine. The father is em- spots from stainless steel
as your telephone
ployed at the Murray Division with little or no rubbing.
Hot vinegar, rubbed inside
of the Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and flower vases or fish bowls
Mrs. Harlan Bowden of Kirksey will remove water stains.
One and Mrs. Carl Taylor
Route
St
Poplar
1..qh at
of Mayfield Route Five. A great
S3-6100
grandmother is Mrs. Emma
Paul of Mayfield.

Jerry Adams keeps
a close eye on
the world today
So you can see it
all tonight at
6and 10on
EVE0MNEVe5

likes to wash windows, but
here is an easy, fast way to
handle it: add 'A cup
ammonia and one-eighth
cup of Spells vinegar to one
quart of warm water. This
solution will make your
windows gleam and won't
leave the usual film or
streak on the glass.
Vinegar eases the pain of
insect stings and bites and
is soothing to sunburn.
Try it to clean plastic
tile. A few drops of vinegar
in water does the trick.
Good cooks use Vinegar
as a meat tenderizer. A
tablespoon of vinegar
added to pot rciset while
cooking will maki the meat
tender and brinp out
flavor.
The tree Speas Vinegar
booklet also includes
delicious and unusual
recipes you'll want to try.
including several favorite
pickle recipes. Here is a
favorite Salad Dressing
recipe.
SPEAS FRENCH
DRESSING
1 cup olive oil, or salad
oil
'4 cup Speas Apple Cider
or Distilled Vinegar
I tablespoon lemon juice
1 teaspoon salt
le teaspoon dry mustard
'4 teaspoon papnka
Combine, shake well in
covered jar, or blend a few
second on low setting of
blender. Refrigerate. Shake
again before serving. Yield
2 cups.
/
11
ROQUEFORT
DRESSING. Add 1
teaspoon Worcestershin.
Sauce to As Clip crumbled
blue cheese or Romlefort
Mash with fork. Blend in H
cup Spew; French Dressing
Yield: 3/4 cups.
GARLIC FRENCH
Crush 1 clove garlic, mo
with 1/8 teaspoon coarsely
ground pepper and '6 cup
French Dressing. Yield.
cup.
SWEET FRENCH
DRESSING: Add 2
tablespoons confectioner's
sugar to 'A cup Speas
French Dressing. Yield
cup.

A Standstill

The Rome-based designer
also was all in favor of pants --the principal item in his collection. Wide and straight, with or
-16-11
without cuffs, they ro6e
high waistline and were worn
with a silk shirt. Ice blue, grey
and bottle green were the major
colors, but evening wear included a great variety.
Claiming that he was doing
away with top coats and suits,
Martieri designed short, shirt
type jackets, buttoned up at the
wrists to go with dresses, and
three-quarter, princess-line
coats to top trousers.
He called these "cover alls"
— a term not unjustified in that
they revealed little of the model's shape. This also applied to
tus short, satin raincoats, flared
out from above the busthne.
Pleated dresses in the same
style seemed ideal for pregnant
women
But what the trousers and
coats didn't show, the dresses
sometimes gave a glimpse of A
pale grey chiffon dress,
opaquely embroidered above
the bust, became see-though at
the vital point Others were cut
into generously plunging necklines
Long. curly locks, drawn
away from the face, are back in
fashion, according to Martieri.
Crochet and chenille carch-

gains with draw strings for day
wear, and long evening coats
like a silver coat-of-mail, were a
striking feature of Martieri's
collection.
Evening dreams were strongly reminiscent of the styles of
Ricci and other designers of
other years. Some had that ex
pensive lingerie look, with a fit
ted bust and yards of skirts
A straight and severe black
dress, edged with a white ruffle
and topped by a matching coat,
turned out to be more revealing
than was perhaps intended
With a loose panel at the side, it
opened up as the model swirled.
to give a glimpse of her panties
Although most people agree
that high heels and thick soles
are out, Martieri believes there
is still plenty of life in them
They came with or without
ankle straps and sometimes left
toes bare
In men's wear, C,occoli in
troduced a new fabric for topcoats, wool and mink hair in an
herringbone weave that looked
itchy.
Natty° claimed that his shiny
buffalo leather trench coats
were both waterproof and
washable These and cowhide
suede awls came in petroleum
shades. He also brought back
the heavy shantung suit, typical
of Italian fashions.

IfilSt AMERICA SHOES

Tuesday, Mai
The United Methoi
of Martin's Chapel
meet with Mrs. Lot
at seven p.m.
Circle I of th.
Methodist Women
Church will meet at
the social hall of thi
The Faith Doran C
UMW of the Fir
Methodist Church w
the home of Mr
Parker, 202 South 9t.
two p.m.
Murray Assemb
Order of the Rambo
will meet at the Mils
seven p.m.
The Dorothy Gra
Baptist Women of
Church will meet at'
Mrs. Homer Miller.

Girl's Prayer Circ:
High Group of Fu
Church will meet at I
Mrs. Gil Mathis at
Wednesday, M

Getting up
in the world
That's you in Miss America's
fashion-fantastic clogs. Just one
from our collection. All with grainy
wood-toned soles and heels

Ladies day lunchi
served at noon at t
Country Club with
John A. Gegcry, Jr.,
Baker, Guy Battle
Carroll, H. E. .
Cullom
Richard
Sullivan, Freed Cot
Chitwood, Cedric
and James E.
hostesses. Mrs. Do
and Mrs. J. Russell 1
hostess for bridge a

Should Be Checked
Dr Haffner reported that a
survey of students in Euclid,
Ohio. who did not complete high
school shows that all the
students had one deficiency in
common a severe reading
problem This produced failing
reading grades in elementary
school and failing grades in
English in high school_
"In this survey," he added,
"there is convincing evidence
that the reading failure often
could be related to poor visual
efficiency "
A recent White House Conference on children and youth
reported that 80 per cent of
delinquents studied in a special
program had severe learning
difficulties, especially in
reading Poor vision was
determined to be a contributing
factor in 50 per cent of these
cases
Dr Haffner offers these signs
as an indication that a child.
may need an eye examination
by qualified professionals:
Stumbling over small objects,
blinking more than usual when
doing close work, holding books
too close to eyes, rubbing eyes
excessively, shifting of head or
thrusting head forward, inflamed or watery eyes, blurred
or double vision

Monday, Mar
The Acteens of
River Baptist Asso
meet at the Kirks
Church at seven pr
age girls, whether r
Acteens or not, are
attend.

Murray Woman's
hold Its general
meeting at the clu
10:30 a.m. Reiser'
luncheon at $2.50
made with the d
chairman by noon M
and Mrs. Donald
speak and show 31:
American Indians_

Toddlers' Eyesight
NEW YORK tAP) — How
sell does your baby see' Eye
specialists can now examine
toddler's vision even before he
can talk
lir Alden N Haffner. consultant to the society for Visual
Care, recommends that babies'
eyes should be tested no later
than age 3
"In fact, children between i
and 3 respond more rapidly to
corrective therapy than older
children," he said "We often
see patients as young as six
months at the Infants' Vision
Clinic, a recently established
department of the Optometric
Center of New York"
The examinations indicate
whether treatment should be
prescribed
In a ma,jorit if cases, proper
eye exercise or therapeutic
lenses may solve most existing
problems, Dr Haffner said.
Eye specialists agree that
millions of American children
are poor learners because of
poor visual abilities and that
many of the disabilities go
undetected for years The time
to treat inadequate vision is
before the child enters grade
school, Haffner added
—There is no reason why a
child should suffer the
psychological scars of problems
uncorrected,
by
caused
iadequate vision," he emphasized "Children may be
frustrated in adapting to life if
vision handicpas them in school
performance or play activities
"For instance, examination
of one 11-year-old child in public
school during a visual screening
revealed her vision was so poor
that she was mislabeled legally
blind or heavily myopic
"No one had previously
bothered to take the time to
examine her thoroughly. And
because there was a language
problem, there was poor
communication between the
doctor and the little girl. After
we prescribed corrective lenses
she broke down in tears, exclaiming,'I can see the letters!"
She knew how to read, but
before she wore glasses, she
was severely near-sighted. Now
she can see the blackboard and
her mother's face Her ability to
work in school has zoomed,"
Dr. Haffner added
When the emphasis in
elementary school changes
from learning to read to reading
to learn, a child with an undetected vision problem may
encounter his first serious
emotional difficiatiei.
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Mn.J. B.Burke«

Mrs. Steve Shaw

The Spring Conference for the
First District Parent-Teacher
Association will be held at the
Mayfield High School on
Thursday, April 5, at 7:3 p.m.

PAGE

The J. N. William
the United naught
Confederacy will r
home of Mrs. Weal
at 1:30 p.m.

The Wadesboro H
Club will meet at
Mrs. Clete Young 1

Colors:
Blue Leather
Red Leather
Black Patent
Gold Suede

The Baptist Your
Flint Church will
church at seven p.

Women of the (t
Club will play bri
a.m. with Ada Sue
hostess

Baptist Young
First Church will t
day at the home
Adams, Jr., at 9:
regular meeting

HOSPITAL IP)
Timmy Dwain E
Murray Route
dismissed March
Community Hospit

We '
Ho

Main at 7th S
.c.4:•=04:x5c.c,c
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Give Summer'Color With Annual Flowers

Pt.,,. 753- 1917 yr 153- 4641

Mrs..1. B. Burleson . . .

Annual flowers that bloom the'
same year from seed planted in
the spring offer the quickest and
most vibrant color.
Some can be planted right
where you want them to bloom
for rich displays of color. all
SUMITIer

Monday, March 19

Assembly room of the church at

The Actions of the Blood
River Baptist Association will
meet at the Kirksey Baptist
Church at seven p.m. All teen
age girls, whether members of
Acteens or not, are invited to
attend.

Thursday, March 22
The Magazine Club will meet
at the home of Mrs J.I. Hosick,
314 North 7th Street, at two p.m.
Members note change in time.

Social Concerns Committee
Tuesday, March 20
The United Methodist Women will meet at the Douglas Center
of Martin's Chapel Church will at 7:30 p.m.
meet with Mrs. Louise Bynum
The executive board of the
at seven p.m.
Kiriesey School PTA will meet
Circle I of the United at the home of Mrs. Howard
Methodist Women of First Darnell at 1:30 p.m.
Church will meet at two p.m in
the social hall of the church.
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, will
The Faith Doran Circle of the
meet at the club house at 7 30
UMW of the First Untied
p.m. with Mesdames James
at
meet
Church
will
Methodist
Rudy Allbritten, Felix Dunn.
the home of Mrs. Mattie A.H.
Kopperud, W.C. Elkins,
Parker, 202 South 9th Street, at
C.M. Hulse, and Miss Vivian
two p.m.
Hale, as hostesses.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Saturday, March 24
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
A bake sale will be held at
will meet at the Masonic Hall at Roses Department Store
seven p.m.
startuig at 8:30 a.m. by the
The Dorothy Group of the Sunnyside Homemakers Club
Baptist Women of the First with the proceeds to go toward
Church will meet at the home of the fund for the Hurst Power
rescue tool, "Jaws of Life "
Mrs. Homer Miller.
Girls Prayer Circle of Senior
High Group of First Baptist
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Gil Mathis at 3 30 p in
Wetinesday, March 21
Murray Woman's Club will
hold its general luncheon
meeting at the club house at
10.30 a.m Reservations for
luncheon at $2.50 should be
made with the department
chairman by noon March 19. Dr.
and Mrs. Donald Jones will
speak and show slides on the
American Indians_
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Murray
Country Club with Mesdames
John A. Gegory, Jr., Charles M.
Baker, Guy Battle, augh T.
Carroll, H. E. airilknan,
Cullom, James
Richard
Sullivan, Freed Gotham, Irene
Chitwood, Cedric A. Benson,
and James E Biggs as
hoistesses. Mrs. Dwain Taylor
and Mrs. J. Russell Ross will be
hostess for bridge at rune a.rn
The J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at the
home of Mrs. Wesley Waldrop
at 1.30 p.m.
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Clete Young at 1:30 p.m.
The Baptist Young Women of
Flint Church will meet at the
church at seven p.m.

COOKING
IS FUN
9. CiCv, WO*NS!ON.
AO.00a (4.9.

FAMILY DINNER
Meatball% aith Mushroom
Sauce
Broccoli
Noodles
Beverage
Chocolate Put I
CHOCOLATE PUFF
There's rich flavor in this
deluxe bread pudding
2 squares 2 ounces. unsweetened chocolate
1 cup milk
1 tablespoon butter
1 cup fine soft bread crumbs
1/2 cup sugar
1/4 teaspoon salt
3 eggs. separated
In a 1 1/2-quart heavy sauce
pan over low heat, heat the
chocolate and milk until chocolate melts, remove from heat
and whisk to blend any chocolate flecks Add butter, crumbs,
sugar and salt and stir to blend
In a small mixing bowl, beat
egg yolks slightly, stir in a little
of the hot chocolate mixture
then stir back into Pan Cool In
the clean small mixing bowl
beat the egg whites until stiff.
fold into chocolate mixture
Turn into a buttered 1-quart
round glass casserole 16 1/2 by
2 1/2 inches or similar utensil
Bake in a preheated 350-degree
oven until cracked and slightly
crusty on top - 40 minutes
Serve at once 'before puff
sinks with whipped cream
Makes 4 to 6 servings

Women of the Oaks Country Canned Consumption
In recent years, the annual
Club will play bridge at 9:15'
a.m. with Ada Sue Roberts as U.S. consumption of (armed
meat averaged about 14.5
hostess.
pounds per person a record
past 20
Baptist Young Women of level. During the
meat consumpcanned
years
worka
have
will
Church
First
has increased more than
day at the home of Mrs. Bill tion
pounds per person
Adams, Jr., at 9:30 a.m and five
I
Adult
in
meeting
regular
To blanch almonds just cover
them with boiling water and let
HOSPITAL PATIENT
them stand for a few minutes.
Timmy Dwain Edmonson of Drain the nuts and then slip off
was
Murray Route Six
the brown skins by pressing
dismissed March 13 from the each nut between thumb and
Community Hospital, Mayfield. forefinger.
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Divorce is bad
without friends' remarks
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY After nearly 10 years of marriage, and
two lovely children, my husband and I are getting a divorce
We never washed our dirty linen in public In fact, we
had a good social life and everyone thought we were a very
happy couple.
My problem: Since the news of our divorce has become
public many of our friends have called to tell me how
"smart" I am to call it quits. They say they have known
for years that my husband was fooling around, and then
they proceed to fill me in on all the sordid particulars.
What am I supposed to say' I surely can't thank them
for pouring salt on my wounds with all these ugly tales.
ACHING HEART
Yet, I don't know what else to say.
salt as year
pour
DEAR ACHING: Those obis would
Irma& arena Meads. In the future, when mmeose starts
W fill you Is. say, —flasks, but I'm aot interested."
DEAR ABBY. My wife and I are in our mid-30s. Our
two children are married and on their own.
Eight years ago my wife went back to work, but I
continued to carry the entire financial load She banked most
of her money in her own name, which was all right with me
A few years ago I made a will, naming my wife as the
sole beneficiary I told her about it A few welts ago I
suggested that my wife also draw up a will to avoid complicated legal procedures if, God forbid, she died before me
She acted on my suggestion promptly and informed me that
she arranged for everything to be divided equally among
me and the two children.
I felt hurt. Not because of the few miserable dollars
involved, but because she knew she was my sole beneficiary, and she didn't choose to make ME hers After all, what
did our children ever do for us! Nothing'
I will refrain from further comment because I feel I am
DISGUSTED
badly in need at yours Thanks.
DEAR DLSCUSTED: My guess is that year wife reaused that U you were to survive her. rased probably
marry again. And should Wife No. 2 survive you. she'd
wind up with all your worldly goods, leaving nothing to
your children. Mace women usually survive their husbands.
I am surprised yes didn't apply the same reasoeing
DEAR ABBY . I too used to be annoyed with chain
letters, but now I enjoy them. It gives me an excuse to
write the following letter to the sender
Dear Friend,
Thanks for the chain letter. My favorite bobby is copying chain letters and mailing them off to all my friends I
also enjoy sending money to the stranger on the top of the
bat
In return for your kindness, I am sending you this REVERSE chain letter Make a copy of this letter and seed it
to the person whose name is above yours on the chain
letter you sent to me You must do this within 24 hours of
romipt of this latter. The person receiving It must do the
same vrithin 24 hours, and if the chain is not broken the
letter will eventually get back to the jackass who started
this whole thing
I urge you not to break this chain Mr. J. V. Greedy
brake the chain, and the very next day his mother in law
J R. IN ROME GA
came to live with him.

America's hot summers are
tough on some varieties of
annuals and tailor-made for
others So, with this important
consideration in mind, here's a
selection of ten most colofrul
and carefree annuals.
Zinnias. Showiest of all are
the giant cactus-flowered types
with
blooms
individual
measuring up to six inches
across in a range of dramatic
colors unmatched by any other
class of annual flowers
The giant dahlia flowered
kinds are also spectacular
Plant the seed right where you
want the flowers to bloom. A
mixed bed is gorgeous, but
separate colors- - particularly
the brilliant orange, yellow and
red types —are stunning by
themselves. Plant in full sun
after danger of frost, and you'll
have blooms by July Keep the
dead flowers picsed off, and the
plants will continue blooming
right into fall.
One of the most remarkable
new breeding achievements
among zinnias are the new
Peter Pan class, with Large
flowers on dwarf plants that
stay neat and compact all
season
Itelarigolds. The dwarf French
marigolds are ideal for edgings,
rock gardens and low beds, and
the larger-flowered American
marigolds will create a
beautiful tall border, or
•"hedge" effect
The dwarf French marigolds
are quick to bloom, sonic of
them within eight to ten weeks
of planting the seed
Among the larger-flowered
marigolds, the semi-dwarf
hybrids are great. They stay
low-growing, but produce big
rounded flowers in shades of
yellow and orange, blooming
profusely from mid-August
For earlier flowers, start
seeds indoors and set good-size
plants into your garden where
they will receive good sun
Petunias. A packet of petunia
seeds will grow hundreds of
plants, and it's in a massed bed
that petunias really look their
best
Start seed early so you have

Down the

arden Path
With the season changing so
quickly and flowers blooming all
over the place, it is time to sit at
my window and enjoy the
scenery again. I have a few
minutes to spare and I don't
know of a more rewarding thing
than to marvel at this beautiful
and intersting world of ours.
When I look up at the sky as I
write, it is a pure lovely blue, not
a cloud in sight. The trees, that
are beginning to look fuzzy and
feathery, are outlined so clearly
as the March wind tosses them
about. The wild life senses the
corning of spring and are busy
as can be.
There goes a bird with a long
wisp of grass for his nest. They
are twittering as they look for a
house and you can just imagine
what each couple is saying to
each other as they flit from one
tree to another looking for just
the right spot. And let me
remind you to tie the lint from
your clothes dryer to a branch
of a tree. The birds will get
every bit of it to line their nests,
as it is so soft.
There is a squirrel followed by
another. They seem to be young
ones, by the way they scamper
up one tree and down another,
often leaping across connecting
branches. Now they are chasing
each other around and around a
big tree, so full of energy and
exuberance that it is a delight to
watch them.
As I look down toward the
lake, I see a pair of mallard
ducks that wintered there. They
are followed by two tiny
ducklings and no one would
want a more peaceful scene.
Another pair of ducks have put

in appsernace and are floating
serenely across the water.
My eve is .drawn to my
Camellia bush that is loaded
with about twenty or twenty-five
coral red blossoms. The frost
has graciously stayed away
from it this year and I am
especially proud of this bush as
it was a gift from Florida.
Cameillias are not the hardiest
plants in the world but this one
has decided the climate is
alright.
I see the crocus bed in full
bloom looking for all the world
like a basket full of Easter eggs
turned over
There is the maple with its red
fringes showing and the red bud
out in the corner of the yard
almost ready to burst its bonds.
Even the oaks are her/inning to
knobby or feathet7
look
according to the type.
There goes a child skipping
down the street as if it were
wonderful to be alive in the
springtime and running in the
March wind, which it is.
I can hear the cooing of a dove
close by and almost drowning It
out is the raucus caw of a crow
in the next yeard.
The wind is blowing ripples
across the lake changing it from
a deep blue of the sky's
relfection to a fascinating
pat tern of several shades of blue
and white, It is all so beautiful
that I am loath to leave my
window. But I feel refreshed and
renewed, ready to take up ',asks
I have laid aside for the
with
knowing
moment,
Browning that:
The year's at the spring
The day's at the morn,
God's in His heaven
And all's right with the world

BRILLIANTLY colored annual flowers give
quick blooms when seeds are planted in the
good size plants to transfer into
your garden after danger of
frost. They will thrive in hill sun
or a little shade, with the whites
and reds making a magnificent
display when grown in contrast.
Grow them as a border or as
an edging along psths They're
terrific also as a container or
window box planting, or
combined with reds in a
hanging basket, blooming from
early summer until frost
Ceiosia. These old-fashioned
flowers come in two kinds- the
crested and the plumed Both
types grow superbly in
America's hot summer climate,
predornirsting in rich reds and
yellows
The largest-flowered of the
combed crested) verities has
Individual heads measuring 10
Inches across, whereas one of
the showiest of the plumed
varieties has rich red plumes
and red foliage, creating a
magnificent contrast against a
ors= lawn
Beth kinds of celaus are very
eddy to grow, either started
indoors to produce healthy
young plants for transplanting
outside, or direct-sowing into
the garden after danger of frost
Sunflowers. The giant sunflowes are beautiful to use as
tall backgrounds They grow
incredibly fast from seed drect
sown into the garden. The seed
is very easy to handle,
of
source
a
providing
fascination for children.

tarty spring. Choose verities with care f
best results,

Strictly
thesaDe
speaking,
are perennials
rstarftiedearly, they
But
tllifbseedisst
loom the
;
seed is so hardy it can be sown
on top of snow, or before the
ground has warmed-up
The best method, however, is
to start seeds indoors and have
six inch plants for transplanting
into the garden at normal
is
yellow
time T
cpkliaunbtlienaflowe ed variety
magnificent, and looks best as a
background planting to giant
zinnias A single flowered
newcomer has golden yelloW
petals and
bright green
center instead of the more usual
brown Plant hi full sun for best
results
are
These
Impatiens.
shade loving plants, and a big
improvement has been made in
them through modern breeding
techniques, especially in
creating dwarf varieties to use
as low borders and edgings
White, orange, red, lank and
orchid are the favorite colors,
and it's best to start seed early
for transplanting outdoors in a
shady position after danger of
frost
Portu
edging and bo
TrIlics
ieris palan
fatv°ri
thatet
loves full sun, grows well in
poor soil, and resists drought
It's a delightful plant to grow in
rock gardens and window
boxes where it seems to take
care of itself
Direct sown into the garden

r.

Great
knit care.
Forthe
knits you
wear.
No one knows today's knits,
blends and exotic fibers like
your Sanitone Drycleaner.
That's us.
_ We're well schooled in the
gentle art of caring for and
treating your finest fabrics.
So you'll always look great
And your knits and blends
will always be fresh, clean,
trouble free. And last longer

1
6
e

oandone
,
rrftfint Mader Drytirone

in VOGUE,
BAZAAR,
As advertised
HARPER'S
GLAMOUR,
ESQUIRE,
MADEMOISELLE,
ILLUSTRATED.
and SPORTS

BOONE'S
Laundry & Cleaners
"The Cleaners Interested In You"

after danger of frost, the seeds
grow last and soon produce
their perky flowers in bright
colors ranging from white and
yellow to rose pink and red
Coleus. This is not really a
flower, since it is grown mainly
for its colorful foliage,
predominating in fall colors of
lime green, yellow, red and
orange, and in many combinations of these colors
Coleus does well in light
shade, and makes a fine edging
or bedding blant
Seed is best started indoors to
get good size plants for transplanting into the garden after
all danger of frost. In fall,
sprigs of coleus can be
suspended in water to form
roots, and these cuttings can be
potted-up to produce beautiful
house plants during the winter
months
Morning Glories. There are
many places around the home
and garden where a quick growing, colorful vine is needed
as a screen, or for decoration,
and the many kinds of mornng
glories meet these needs admirably
Morning glories have hard
seed coats, but the seeds are
easy to handle. To ensure
quickest germination, it is best
th chip the seed coat with a
knife so moisture can penetrate
more readily to begin the
germination process.

COUPON SAVINGS

SPORT-COATSea- 69
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners
Coupon Good thru
March 31. 1973

,IBOONE S

COUPON SAVINGS

SWEATERS
ea.

69

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupes Good thru
March 31, 1973

EBA)ONE'
COUPON SAVINGS

SLACKS &
TROUSERS .49'
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
March 31, 1973

BOONE'S
COUPON SAVINGS

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED

99
f
4"

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners
Coupon Good thru
March 31, 1873

7,2BOONE'S
Available At All Boone's 6
Convenient Locations

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Points

North 12th
Story Ave.
603 Main

4

1
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New York Mets Weak In Several
Places After .225 Year In '72

Hoosiers Take NCAA Mideast;
Meet UCLA In Semifinal Match
Tonight, meanwhile, the NaBy BRUCE Loverrr
tional Invitation Tournament's
Associated Press Sports Writer first-round play concludes in
"I'm not ready to think about New York's Madison Square
....1,1CLA.yet," says Indiana Coach Garden with Rutgers facing
Bob Knight, "...not until next Minnesota and Manhattan opweek anyway."
posing Alabama.
Knight's sixth-ranked HooIn the weekend's openingsiers, who captured the Nation- round action it was Notre
al Collegiate Athletic Associ- Dame 69, Southern California
ation Mideast Regional basket- 65; Louisville 97, American 84;
ball title with a 72-65 victory North Carolina 82, Oral Roberts
over Kentucky on Saturday,
65; Massachusetts 78, Missouri
have a week to figure out just 71; Fairfield 80, Marshall 76,
how to handle a dynasty.
and Virginia Tech 65, New
The Hoosiers, 21-5, move into Mexico 63.
semifinals
national
Saturday's
Against Kentucky, the Hooat St. Louis for a match with siers blew a 13-point halftime
the mighty Bruins, winners of lead and fell behind with less
73 straight games-including
the 54-39 West Regional chem.
pionstup over San Franciscoand 34 in a row in NCAA playoff competition.
"I'm glad to have a week to
prepare for them rather than a
couple of days," Knight said of
the nation's top-ranked team.
Before that clash, though,
there's an equally important
NCAA Playoffs
matter to be settled-which
Regional Results
team the winner will meet in the
East
title game a week from tonight.
Championship
Preceding the UCLA-Indiana
Providence 103, Maryland 89
game, Ernie DiGregorio and
Coasolatioa 7
Providence's fourth-ranked
Syracuse 69, Penn 68
Friars 103-89 victors over
Mideast
Maryland in the East Regional,
Championship
face 12th ranked Memphis
Indiana 72, Kentucky 65
State, which won the Midwest
Consolation
crown with a 92-72 romp over
Marquette 88, Austin Peay 73
Kazoos State.
Midwest
Championship
On Saturday night, the GuilMemphis St. 92, Kansas St 72
ford, N.C., Quakers beat MaryConsolation
land-Eastern Shore 99-96 for the
S Carolina 90, SW Louisiana
championship of the National
Association of Intercollegiate 85
West
Athletics and became the first
Championship
unseeded team to win the title
UCLA 54, San Francisco 39
in the NAIA's 36 tournaments.
Coosolatios
Long Beach St 64, Ariz St
80

College
Results

Bowling
Standings

MAGIC TRI
Bowling League
Team
E veils Boeuty School
74
JOIWWWIS Grocery
63
BankopMwrrav
Sa
Murray Muffler Set
S3
Murray Ins Agency

than eight minutes to play.
"I'm just happy that our kids
didn't crack from the pressure
of blowing the lead and getting
behind," Knight said. "And
proud that we were able to regain the momentum we had
lost."
Kentucky went to a zone defense to get back in the game.
Then Knight decided to move
freshman Quinn Buckner from
the point to the high post and
the Hoosiers were on their way
to St. Louis.
Tommy Curtis, the 5-foot-11
UCLA guard, came off the
bench midway through the first
half, with the Bruins trailing
16-7, put them on the attack
and helped pull out the victory
over San Francisco's 19th-ranked Dons.
UCLA Coach John Wooden
expects Indiana to play at least
as deliberately as San Francisco.
"I expect a conservative
game," he said. "Their coach,
Bobby Knight, usually has one
of the top defensive teams in
the nation-in statistics. But
that's because they hold the
ball so much."

NIT
First Round
Notre Dame 69, S. California
65
Louisville 97, American U 84
N. Carolina 82, Oral Roberts

ss
26
37
41
0
171
/
2

Triangle Inn

31,1 1111,
51
49
Jerry's Restaurant
43
57
Boones
16
,4
Esker Amusement
Nigh Team Game (SC)
iStraoty Senozo
/et
733
Johnsons Grocery
Traungle Inn
730
Nigh Team Game (NC)
1021
Ezelts Beauty School
971
Tr tangle Inn
953
Scones
High team Series (SC)
2172
E tells Beauty Sch001
Triangle Inn
7056
Johnson's Grocery
21343
High Team Series (NC)
Triangle Inn
77911
A Booties
2755
41111Ezells Beauty School
2742
High Ind. Game (SC)
Wanda Nance
Betty Parrtsh
Betty Dixon
Nigh Ind Game (NC)
Betty Parrish
Barbara W.Idey
Jean Butterworth

1111
17$
175
727
221
119

High Ind Series (SC)
Norma Bennett
Jean Butterworth
Wanda Nance
High ind Series (11C)
Jean Butterworth
Connie Jones
Norma Bennett

621
594
594

Hugh Averages
Mildred Hodge
Wanda Nance
Marilyn Chatman
Betty Dixon
Norma Bennett
Linda Drake
Mary Harris
Isabel Parks
Barbara Alexander
Margie Garland

(65
157
155
1413
143
143
142
140
140
139

474
474
463

Dole Named To Post
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. (AP)
- Bill Dole, 30, assistant football coach at the University of
North Carolina, has been
named an assistant at Indiana
State University.
'
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Dole, a 1964 graduate of Davidson College, will be the offensive line coach at ISU, replacing Larry Van Der Hayden
who accepted a similar position
at East Carolina.
Dole's father, Bill Dole Sr.,
was head coach at East Carolina and Davidson.

Massachusetts 78, Missouri 71
NAIA Tourney
Champioaship
Guilford, N.C. 99, Md -E
Shore 96
Consolation
Auglistaaa, Ill. 96, slippery
Rock 93

Goolagong Wins
Over Virginia Wade
HINGHAM, Mass: (AP) Evonne Goolagong, the 21-yearold tennis professional from
Australia, got off to an early
lead and went on to defeat
topseeded Virginia Wade 6-4, 64 and capture the $20,000
U.S.L.T.A. women's national indoor championships Sunday at
the Old Colony Tennis Club.
"I Was more determined,"
Miss Goolagong said after the
game that netted her the $5,000
first prize. "I was quite confident and I felt I played well."
Miss Goolagong took the first
four games before Miss Wade
rallied to win the next three.
The loss snapped a streak of
seven straight match victories
by Miss Wade, who is a native
of England.
In the doubles final, the Soviet team of Olga Morozova
and Marina Kroahina defeated
an Australian team of Miss
Goolagong and Janet Young, 62, 6-4.

76ers Fall To Bullets
For Ninth Straight Loss

Bobby Tolan Near Completion
Of Comeback In Early Action
By BRUCE LOWM'
Associated Press Sports Writer
Bobby Tolan, who came pretty far back last season-far
enough to be named Comeback
Player of the Year-appears to
have come back the rest of the
way.
The Cincinnati Reds center
fielder, who missed the entire
1971 season with a ruptured
&chilies tendon in his right leg,
hit .263 with 82 RBI and 42 stolen bases in 1972. "I'm hoping
this year to get back to the .300
mark," he says. He batted .305
and .310 in the two years before
he was hurt.
Tolan seems to be well on the
way to attaining that goat.
After sitting out the Reds' first
five exhibition games, he broke
in with a 5-for-6 showing in his
first two games, including a
triple and home run.
And on Sunday, he drove In

two runs to lead the Reds'"B"
team to a 5-0 victory over
Philadelphia. The Cincinnati
"A" squad made it a sweep as
Joe Morgan, Dan Driessen and
Dave Concepcion each had
three hits and drove in two
runs to lead the way to an 8-3
triumph over the New York
Mets.
Ed Sprague and Mel Behney
combined for the five-hit shutout that tamed the Phillies. The
Reds scored twice off losing
pitcher Larry Christenson in
the third as Jim Driscoll, who
doubled to right, and George
Foster, who was hit by a pitch,
scored on Tolan's double down
the lefafieid line.
A bases-loaded double by
Rich McKinney In the seventh
Inning gave Oakland a 74 victory over Cleveland's 5 squad.
The Indians'"A" team had better tuck, though, tinloacting for

Sports

Exhibition Baseball
By The Associated Press
Saturday's Games
New York (N)2, St. LOWS 1
New York (A)5, Pittsburgh 4
Minnesota 9, Chicago Al 2
Boston 11, Detroit 3
Minnesota "B"6, Montreal 1
Philadelphia 3, Texas 2
Cleveland 3, San Diego 1
Cincinnati 3, Kansas City 1
Oakland 7, San Francisco 2
Milwaukee 8, California 0
Houston 5, Los Angeles 4
Cleveland 3, San Diego 1
Sunday's Games
Texas 5, Atlanta 1
St. L011ia 9, Chicago 8
Kansas City 3, Montreal 2, 10
Innings
New York (A) 10, Detroit 6
Minnesota 9, Boston 1
Cincinnati 6, New York ( NI 3
Cincinnati "B" 3, Philadelphia 0
Los Angeles 6, Houston 0
Pittsburgh 7, Baltimore 4
San Diego 7, Milwaukee 1
Oakland 7, Cleveland 5
San Francisco 8, Chicago(N)
7
Cleveland 11, California 7
Monday's Games
Atlanta vs. Houston at Cocoa,
Fla.
Philadelphia vs. St. Louis at
St. Petersburg, Fla., night
Chicago(N) vs. San Diego at
Yuma, Ariz.
Montreal vs. Baltimore at
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Cincinnati vs. Boston at
Tampa, Fla
Pittsburgh vs Kansas City at
Fort Myers, Fla,
San Francisco vs. Cleveland
at Phoenix, Ariz.
Chicago(A) vs. Minnesota at
Sarasota, Fla.

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. of the Year honors with tus.15- was hit by a batted ball that
(AP)- "We're weak in center 10 record, 2.32 ERA and 169 damaged a rib. He wOund up
field," says Yogi Berra, Man- strikeouts in 244 innings 11-6 with a solid 2.80 ERA. No
ager of the New York Mets.
4 in the rotation was Jerry
pitched.
:11-I2, 4.14, who was
-The -Wets are weak la other
Jim McAndrew took a 10-5 relegated to the bullpen for a
places, too. Their .225 batting
average in 1972 was last in the record into September, then while.
National league and, in the majors, lower than every team except for the Texas Rangers.
They've got a legend in center field-but just how much 42year-old Willie Mays will be
able to help them probably
won't be answered until midseason.
Baltimore blew a 13-point
"We know what Willie can By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
against Philadelphia but
lead
forward
looking
is
"Everyone
do-or could do," 'says Yogi.
to hand the 76ers
And Mays, who may well find to the end of the season," recovered
their 69th defeat in 78 starts,
Kevin
Coach
Philadelphia
the
coaching
lines
himself on
adding to their NBA record for
by stretch-drive time, adds: "I Loughery said Sunday after his
wouldn't want to hurt the ball 76ers bowed to the Baltimore
Milwaukee withstood some
Bullets 129-118 for their ninth
club."
heroics by Atlanta's Lou
late
Basketball
National
consecutive
With the loss of last year's
Hudson-he scored two field
regular center fielder Tommie Association loss
Kevin Loughery, meet Tom goals in the final 17 seconds-to
Agee, traded to Houston, Mays,
record its eighth consecutive
Heinsohn.
who had eight home runs, 19
"This is not the end; this is triumph. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
runs batted in and a .267 batting average in 69 games with just the start of something," paced the Bucks with 72 points
Jim McMillian scored a ca_
New York in 1972, would ap- Boston's Heinsohn said following a 109-105 victory over the reer high 42 points In leading
BREAKING THE ICE
pear to have the starting )ob.
June Boudreau attends
The likelihood is that, when Kansas City-Omaha Kings that Los Angeles over Phoenix Gail
ice hockey class at Bowlthe season begins, he'll be wrapped up the Atlantic Divi- Goodrich pumped in 30 points
ing G,een University.
flanked by Rusty Staub in right sion championship for the Celt- and Jerry West 23, including 15
in the final period, as the Lafield and Cleon Jones in left. ics.
Elsewhere, Milwaukee edged kers broke the game open in
Their absence is a major reaGeoff
son why the Mets wound up Atlanta 105-104, Los Angeles the final four minutes
trounced Phoenix 131-113, Port- Petrie scored 34 points and Sidthird in the East last year
Staub was leading the Mets land upset the New York ney Wicks added 25 plus 18
in batting, homers and RBI in Krucks 99-98, Chicago trimmed rebounds and SU assists to lead
June when a fractured hand Detroit 119-107, Seattle downed Portland past the Krucics The
sidelined him for virtually the Houston 121-112 and Cleveland Blazers trailed 59-49 at the half
but forged in front by five at
rest of the season. And Jones, nipped Buffalo 102-101.
In the American Basketball the end of the third period and
.319 in 1771,
who
had
batted
six runs In the seventh inning
was knocked out of the starting Association, it was Utah 100, Petrie wrapped it up with a
en route to an 11-7 whipping of
lineup
for 20 of the next 28 Kentucky 99; Indiana 119, Vir- lump shot and driving layup
California. Jack Brohamer had
ginia 105; Denver 122, Dallas after the Knicks tied it with
a triple, three singles and a games, also starting in mid- 105; San Diego 127 New York five minutes left.
baseline
collision
June,
by
a
pair of runs batted in for the
106.
Chet Walker Mt his first five
Tribe. St. Louis scored six runs that injured his right elbow. He
''That's step one," Heinsohn shots in the opening period and
in the sixth inning to ruin Stan finished with a .245 average
Backing up Mays, Staub and said after the Celtics blew a 19- Howard Porter hit five straight
Bahnsen's spring debut, then
Jones
are such questionables as point lead but then went ahead in the second quarter as Chihad to hold on for a 9-8 victory
over the Chicago White Sox. Rich Chiles, obtained in the for good on Dave Cowens' lay- cago whipped Detroit.
Dick Snyder and Fred Brown
Bernie Carbo's two-run homer Agee deal, rookie George up with 1:06 left. "Step two is
to
beat
out
Los
combined
Angeles
and
for 13 points as
Theodore,
Dave
Schneck
and
pasting.
triggered the seven-hit
step three is to win the cham- Seattle outscored Houston 72-6
Dick Woodson, Bill Hands Don Hahn.
in the first six minutes of the
The infield has been strength- pionship."
and Jim Strickland combined
One more Boston victory or fourth quarter and broke oper,
for a two-hitter and the Min- ened with the addition of secnesota Twins, erupting for six ond baseman Felix Milan, ac- Los Angeles loss will assure the a tight game. Spencer Haywood
runs in the sixth inning, clob- quired from Atlanta along with Celtics of at least a tie for the led the Sorucs with 38 points
best record in the NBA arid the and 18 rebounds while Rudy
bered the Boston Red Sox 9-1.
pitcher George Stone.
Pittsburgh collected nine hits
Ed Kranepool, who has home court edge should the two Tomianovich and Jimmy Wal.
'off three Baltimore pitchers owned first base almost contin- teams meet for the champion- ker split 54 points for Houston
and defeated the Orioles 7-4. uously since 1962, when he was ship.
Saturday's scores: New York
The Pirates' attack featured one of the original Mets, will be
Nate Archibald sparked KC- 117, Golden State 108; Baltitwo hits apiece by Gene Clines, there once again unless John Omaha's rally by scoring 17 of more 120, Philadelphia 115; DeBob Robertson, Rich Hebner, Milner, a part-time outfielder his 35 points in the third period. troit 99, Chicago 77; Cleveland
and Jackie Hernandez.
114, Buffalo 97
and another left-handed hater, He also had 16 assists.
Ron Swoboda,- Rick Dempsey can provide consistent 'hitting
'1.16's.som.simauliClosabIL%%•61.1616
and Hal Lamer each drove in to go with his power. When lefttwo runs as the New York handers are on the mound, Jim
Yankees erased a six-run defi- Beauchamp or young Theodore
cit in the sixth inning and will handle first base.
Is Now An Authorized Dealer
added four more in the seventh
Slick-fielding shortstop Bud
for a 10-6 victory over the DeHarrelson, whose rifle arm and
troit Tigers
for
•
fleet baserunning makes up for
Don Sutton and Eddie Solohis
lack
of
ferocity
at
the
plate,
mon combined for a five-hitter
as the Los Angeles Dodgers missed 19 games in August
beat Houston 6-0 Lee Lacy led with a strained back. And third
a 10-hit Los Angeles attack with baseman Jim Fregosi was in
three singles and a double and and out of the lineup with a
Willie Crawford drove in three host of injuries. Teddy MarWe Offer .
tinez and Wayne Garrett did
runs.
The Texas Rangers scored most of the filling in.
v Complete Boat Service
Duffy Dyer had to do most of
three runs on Alex Johnson's
v Fiberglass Repairs
homer and a triple by Mike Ep- the catching-and batted a
stein to defeat the Atlanta islender .231 in 94 games-when
v Hek-Arc Welding
Braves 5-1.
seibow chips wrecked Jerry
Keith Marshall singled home Grote's season.
v Sandblasting
Amos Otis from second base in
The pitchers didn't entirely
v Complete Woodworking Shop
the bottom of the 10th inning to escape the parade to the ingive Kansas City a 3-2 victory firmary, either.
v Propeller Repair Service
over the Montreal Expos. Otis,
Tom Seaver, as usual, led the
who also singled three times, hurlers in just about everyVisit this Modern Facility between Murray and
started the Royals on their way thing, posting a 21-12 record
in the 10th with a double.
with 13 complete games, a 2.92
Kenlake State Park off Highway 94.
earned-run average and 249
strikeouts in 262 innings
pitched.
The brightest aspect of the
season was the emergence of
southpaw Jon Matlack, who
Jan Dalton, Mgr.
Phone (502)-474-2228
earned National League Rookie

.
TENNIS
New York i A vs. Detroit at
MONACO - Fred Hemmes of
Lakeland, Fla.
The Netherlands bested John
Oakland vs. Milwaukee at
de Mendoza of England, 6-3, 6-3
Tempe, Ariz.
for the singles title at the MoUSC vs. California at Palm
naco tournament.
Springs, Calif
RICHMOND, Va.- Margaret
Court of Australia continued
her winning spree of recent
First Ball
months, topping Janet Newberry of La Jolla, Calif. 6-2, 6-1
CINCINNATI API -- The In the singles final at a Virginia
Cincinnati Reds announced Slims
International
today that Vietnam POW Air Tournament.
Force Capt. Edward MechenSWIMMING
bier will throw out the first ball
LONG BEACH, Calif - Auson opening day, April 5.
The Reds meet the San Fran- tralia's Shane Gould swam the
CiaCO Giants in the first game 1,650-yard freestyle in 16 minutes, 36.65 seconds for a new
of the 1973 baseball season
Mechenbier, a native of Mor- American record as the threegantown, W Va., grew up in day Southern California championships drew to a close.
Dayton, Ohio,

Bateau Reparer, Inc.

Sport Boats, Cruisers and Yachts
* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY *

Bateau Reparer, Inc.

•

Pagliai's Pizza

510 Main Street

15% OFF ON ALL LARGE GROUP ORDERS

Free Delivery Every Evening
* Pizza
* Spaghetti
* Poor Boy Sandwiches

VX-6 Can Save Your Battery!
-All-weather starting
-Increased battery power out put
-Chemical recharging while you drive
-New life for old batteries
-Prolonged life for new batteries
Over thirty-one million batteries went dead in traffic last
Don't let it happen to you,
year!
lestributed by.

Dfr;VID R. BROCK

Phone 753-0154 - After 6 p.m.

Open Under New Management Phone 753-2975

Every Tuesday . . .

SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
USING THEIR HEADS Chicago Soccer league
players este Kourtas, left, of Olympics, and Willie Roy of Lions, go after the ball with
gusto in practice session
League
games are played indoors.

A

I

Open 4:00 p.m. Every Day

Only

99
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Pacers
Still Foi

By THE ASSOCIATED
The Indiana Pacers t
10 games in a row
straight at home but
the Utah Stars by fou
in the American Baske
sociation's Western
title chase.
The Pacers beat the
Squires, who were play
out Julius Erving, 119
day but the Stars ove
10-point halftime defict
the Kentucky Colonel
Both teams have six gi
in the regular season_
The Pacers got off t
lead, boosted it to 68-41
time and coasted to vi
though the Squires ma
in the fourth period,
within eight.
"I'm fairly well si
said Pacer Coach Bob
who guided Indiana to
championship last ye
finishing 13 games be
Stars during the reg.
son. "We did about
wanted to without t4
strain." Virginia Cr
Bianchi wasn't tc
appointed, either.
'You can't go th
week like we've hie
games in 42 hours) an
somebody to be 100 pi
he said. "The spirit
ling, but the flesh we

George McGinnis led
with 25 points while
Lewis added 22 and
iels 19. Berme Willis
Neil Johnson, who pa
Squires' fourth-quarter
each had 18.

Erving, the ABA's
scorer, was out wail
back
Elsewhere,
thrashed Dallas 122-105

Walking Horse
To Be Conduct

BOWLING GREE
AP) -- Some 140 hcr
12 states have been c
to Kentucky's first in
king horse sale.
"I feel that the
needs an outlet in the
area," said one of d
izers, Louie Stator) of
Green.

He and his father, B
plan the event March
at Mammoth Cave la
Corp. here

The younger Stat
some of the entries
pected to bring as
$25,000.

Hazel P.T.0
Team To MI
Cottage Gr(

The Hazel P T. C.
the Cottage Grove 1
Tuesday night in a b
encounter at the Ha
Both men's and
games will be played,
women's game start
p.m.
The Hazel P. T. C. s
to Puryear Friday nig
on the Puryear P. T.

Finley Offer

OAK LAND AP
0 Finley, owner of tt
nia Golden Seals,
Sunday that the Natio
ey League Board of (
had expressed willin
week to purchase the
here

Finley also met
with some dissiden
who threatened to de
World Hockey Assoc
less Finley and Co
Glover were replaced

"I can't say I wi
hockey," Finley said
the two-hour meeting
say the league is very
ate and I'm giving t
considerable thoug
wouldn't elaborate.

* P
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"Ifs Th
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Pacers Win 10th Straight,
Still Four Games Off Lead
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Diego downed the New York
The Indiana Pacers have won Nets 127-106.
10 games in a row and 12
In the National Basketball
straight at home but still trail
Association, it was Boston 109,
the Utah Stars by four games
Kansas City-Omaha 105; Baltiin the American Basketball As- more
In, Philadelphia 118; Los
sociation's Western Division
Angeles 131, Phoenix 113; Porttitle chase.
land 99, New York Knicks 96;
The Pacers beat the Virginia
Cleveland 102, Buffalo 101; MilSquires, who were playing with- waukee
105, Atlanta 104; Chiout Julius Erving, 119-105 Sun- cago 119,
Detroit 107; Seattle
day but the Stars overcame a 121,
Houston 112.
10-point halftime deficit to beat
Two free throws by Jimmy
the Kentucky Colonels 100-99.
Jones with three seconds left
Both teams have six games left
enabled Utah to turn back Kenin the regular season.
tucky, damaging the Colonels'
The Pacers got off to a 24-12 slim
hopes of catching Carolina
lead, boosted it to 68-49 at halfin the Eastern Division.
time and coasted to victory al. A last-ditch Utah play failed
though the Squires made a run
to materialize and Cincy Powell
in the fourth period, pulling
forced a long shot. Artis Gilwithin eight.
more of Kentucky grabbed the
"I'm fairly well satisfied,"
rebound but lost his balance
said Pacer Coach Bob Leonard,
and fell, stopping play Emmenwho guided Indiana to the ABA
championship last year after
finishing 13 games behind the
Stars during the regular season. "We did about what we
wanted to without too much
str" Virginia Coach Al
PETERSBURG, Fla.
ST
Bianchi wasn't too dis- AP) — Sandra Haynie surappointed, either.
prised herself and the crowd
"You can't go through a Sunday by taking top prize
week like we've had ( three money tri the $25,000 Orange
games in 42 hours) and expect Blossom Classic of the Ladies
somebody to be 100 per cent," Professional Golf Association.
"I didn't even know I was in
he said. "The spirit was willing, but the flesh was weak." contention until about the 12th
hole," said the winner, who
George McGinnis led Indiana
took home 83,750 after coming
with 25 points while Freddie
from behind and firing a threeLewis added 22 and Mel Dan- under-par 69 for a 216 total.
iels 19. Bernie Williams and
Toward the end, the lead had
Neil Johnson, who paced the been shifting between veteran
Squires' fourth-quarter charge, Marlene Hagge and sophomore
each had 18.
Shelley Hamlin.
Miss Hamlin, 20, of Fresno,
Erving, the ABA's leading
scorer, was out with a bad Calif , carded a 75 the last two
back
Elsewhere, Denver rounds after opening with a U.
thrashed Dallas 122-105 and San Miss Hagge had a 74 for 217
and second place, while Miss
Hamlin tied Susie Berning, Jo
Ann Prentice and Betty Burfeindt at 218

Sandra Haynie Wins
In Orange Blossom

Walking Horse Sale
To Be Conducted

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
( AP) - Some 140 horses from
12 states have been consigned
to Kentucky's first major walking horse sale.
"I feel that the industry
needs an outlet in the Kentucky
area," said one of the organizers, Louie Staton of Bowling
Green.

Sports
In Brief

By The Associated Press
tartly. When no whistle
HARTFORD, Conn. —
sounded, a scramble for the
ball ensued and Jones grabbed Naviaux, head coach at Boston
University for the last four
it and was fouled.
same
Willie Wise led Utah with 28 years, was named to the
of
University
the
at
position
points while Kentucky's GilConnecticut.
more had 27 points, n
.
BOWLING
rebounds, five assists and
TOLEDO, Ohio — Dick Weblocked four shots.
ber of St. Louis strung nine
Denver outscored Dallas 12-2 strikes in a row, defeated his
early in the second period to brother-in-law, Norm Meyers,
pull away from the Chaps after 279-216. and won the $80,000
an even first quarter. The mar- Ebonite Open crown.
gin got up to 32 early in the
final period before the losers ,
HORSE RACING
NEW YORK — Secretariat,
rallied somewhat.
Larry Miller tat 12 of his 14 $2.40, finished 4kt lengths ahead
points in the second half, lead- of Champagne Charlie, then
ing San Diego over New York's withstood a foul claim to win
Nets. Miller scored 10 of his the 927,750 Bay Shore Stakes at
points in the third quarter as Aqueduct in his debut as a 3the Conquistadors ran off a 24-9 year-old.
NEW ORLEANS — Combat
spurt, breaking open a close
game. New York led 56-51 at Ready, 0.20, scored an upset
halftime, but after the San lki-length victory over Husain
Diego surge the Q's led 7545 Greek in the $75,000 New Orwith four minutes left in the leans Handicap at the Fair
stanza. It was 90-73 after three Grounds.
ARCADIA, Calif. — Linda's
periods.
thief, $4, recorded a threeSaturday's scores: Utah 112,
length win over Ancient Title at
Virginia 109; Dallas 124, Denthe $69,700 San Felipe Handicap
ver 107; Carolina 121, Memphis at
Santa Anita.
108.
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Shawnee Defeats Louisville Male
81-68 For State Basketball Title
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) —
Its not too heavy for me at
all," Louisville Shawnee basketball Coach James Gordon
said after holding a 4-foot high
trophy fur at least 10 minutes.
The trophy read: "Kentucky
High School Basketball Champions 1973."
Gordon stood on the Freedom
Hall court Saturday night holding the trophy in one hand, and
accepting congratulatory handshakes with the other.
His team had overcome an
early lead by cross town rival
Male and taken a decisive 81-68
win in the final game of the
state tournament.
Even a post-game shower—
with his natty red suit on—administered by his players didn't
dampen Gordon's enthusiasm
"My players started trying
For this three years ago," he
said as the water dripped down
Pus face.
He had special praise for his
two star guards, Ronnie Daniel
and Wayne Golden, who have
played for him since he took
over Shawnee's sagging basket-

ball program three seasons
ago.
"All year long these two men
have carried us. Ronnie and
Wayne really put on a show
tonight," he said.
Daniel, the tournament's
leading scorer, had 30 points in
the final game and Golden had
26.
Gordon said his team didn't
lose its- poise when it got behind
early.
"Male got out to 10-4 lead
and then they started enjoying
it. But we just kept trying," the
305-pound coach said.
Losing Coach Jim Huter
blamed the foul trouble of
Male's all-state forward, Wesley Cox, for the loss.
Cox, who had averaged 25
three earlier
points in
tournament games, sat out almost 12 minutes of the contest
and finished with 16 points.
"They got to keep their offensive threats in throughout the
game and we didn't. That was
the difference," he said.
"It was a psychological thing
for them when he's (Cox) out
of the game, and depressing for

Astro Car Wash took a hardfought 74-69 win over the
Douglas All-Stars to capture
the championship of the Murray
Recreation
and
Park
Department Adult Basketball
Le.ague
The socre was tied eight times
before the first half ended, as
neither team could pull ahead to
stay. Douglas and Astro traded
baskets on an even basis during
the first quarter, which closed

all scorers with 213 markers for
the winners.
The Park Department picked
an all-tournament team, which
placed five men on the honor
list: Jimmy Clapp, Bank of
Murray; Charlie Brandon,
Douglas; Stan Key, Astro;
David Alexander, Eakers;
Walter Rumpus, Wallace Book
Store
Gary Holman, park director,
thanked the Murray Schools for
providing the Middle School
ice'm for the tournament. Hohman also commended Carlee
Saylors, Jerry Overby, Charlie
Peeler and Denis Potts for
officiating the tournament.

Jackson provided the scoring
with Douglas holding an 18-17
punch for Douglas during the
edge.
Astro was able to move out to third round, which, coupled
a three point lead by halftime, with the rebounding of Allen
as Stan Key found his range, Hudspeth and Dwight Rutledge,
contributing ten points during enabled the All-Stars to pull
ahead.
the second frame.
Leading 37-34, Astro faced a
Key again took charge of
Douglas rally during the third
things for Astro during the final
Allquarter, during which the
period, and pumped in 10 points
Stars outscored them 21-14, and
as Astro rallied for the win.
took a four-point lead at the
Astro used a tough 2-1-2
stop
defnese that held the league's
leading scorer Charlie Brandon
to only eight points during the
contest. Lewis Perry led
Douglas with 17 points, while
Jackson put up 16. Stan Key led

By BOB GREEN
the others had three
Associated Press Golf Writer
Jack Nicklaus and defending
JACKSONVILLE, Fla_ ( AP) champion Tony Jacialll of Eng— Jirn Colbert has a strange land never were really close,
He and his father, Bill Staton philosophy, possibly a unique though Nicklaus had an opening
plan the event March 23 and 24 approach to the game of golf
09. He closed with a71 but his
"My reaction to anything that 211t total and tie for 216h piece
at Mammoth Cave Marketing
happens on the golf course is was his poorest finish of the
Corp. here.
no reaction," the balding little
The younger Station said
veteran said after his teetersome of the entries are ex- totter triumph in the Greater
pected to bring as high as Jacksonville Open.
$25,000
"There are no birdies or bogeys, no eagles or double bogeys. They are only numbers.
If you can get that way you can
play this game. It's my way.
"I did it ( won) the hard way.
By DAWN ROGERS
I kept my cool, I did not react
Copley News Service
to the adversities of the game."
He had those aplenty.
If you're making your boy
Colbert bogeyed four of his warm up for Saturday's baseThe Hazel P. T. C. will meet first five holes. He opened with ball game every day after
the Cottage Grove P T. A. a two stroke lead in the mild, school, you may be throwing
Tuesday night in a basketball sunny weather of the final day, him a bad curve.
That is the opinion of Dr H
encounter at the Hazel gym. then found himself four strokes
Both men's and women's behind Jimmy Wiechers after Paul Bauer, an orthopedic
surgeon in private practice
games will be played, with the only five holes.
He regained the lead, built it and team physician for the
women's game starting at 7
to two strokes, lost it and San Diego Padres baseball
pm.
The Hazel P.1. C. will travel dropped behind again, regained club, who advised against
to Puryear Friday night to take it In dramatic fashion and pre- dads and sons throwing the
served it even more dramati- bell every night. It can muse
on the Puryear P. T. A.
problems," he said.
cally.
''In youngsters under 16, the
The final touch came on the
just won't take a great
elbow
-yard,
7,088
the
at
green
17th
Finley Offer
par-72 Deenvood Club course. deal of stress" And the reason is, he explained, that the
OAKLAND (AP) — Charles He held a one stroke lead at
growth center on the inside of
the
missed
had
but
0 Finley, owner of the Califor- that stage,
the bone, the epiphysis, hasn't
nia Golden Seals, confirmed green and needed to make a united with the rest ut the
Sunday that the National Hock- seven-foot putt to save par. If bone. Extensive use of the eley League Board of Governors he misses the putt, five men bow, as in a lot of pitching,
had expressed willingness Last are tied for the top spot going tends to pull or prevent these
week to purchase the franchise to the final hole.
elbow parts from joining.
here
"He amazed me," said JohnThrowing curve halls also
ny Miller, one of the quartet aggravates the condition, said
Finley also met Saturday
lurking just one stroke behind. Bauer, and he is for banning
with some dissident players
just stewed up to it and as use in boys' baseball.
"He
the
to
defect
who threatened to
like it vilas a putt on the
it
hit
"Of course if one team is
World Hockey Association unAmazing."
using the curve ball, and anless Finley and Coach Fred practice green.
"I expected to make it," Col- other team isn't, you're going
Glover were replaced.
bert said. "I would have been to have a problem I'm for
setting up uniform rules on
"I can't say I will stay in surprised if I had missed it
hockey," Finley said following
He didn't. He parred out for 'Attie League.The rules, he said, should
the two-hour meeting. "But I'll a73 and the third victory of his
say the league is very consider- eight-year tour career with a ban the use of the curve bell
ate and I'm giving their offer 2'79 total. Wiechers, Miller, Dan wail a youngster is 16, and
considerable thought." He Sikes and Lou Graham tied at pitching should be limited to
innings.
wouldn't elaborate.
MO. Miller had a final round 71, three
Little League fans may not
agree, but say the doctors, the
youngstiette health must be
* PLEASE CONSIDER *
considered first.
Parents may have to cool
their enthusiasm for winning
and concentrate on the antidote prescribed by Dr. E.
for
As Your Democratic Nominee
Paul Woodward: Winning
isn't everything Teach kids to
be good sports.
Dr. Woodward, team physician for the San Diego (hargers, and in the private prac(Paid For by George H. Weaks)
tice of orthopedics, said that
he feels that sports are good

GEORGE H. WEAKS
COUNTY JUDGE

"It's Time For A Change"

year. Jacklin blew to a fat 78 in
the final round and was even
further back at 721.
"More than anything, I'm rebeved," Colbert said after picking up the winners' check of
WM. "I feel late I've been
sitting on a powder keg

Curbs are urged
on child sports
Its' kids, but with certain restricticeiS
'It is important that parents do not regiment all of
their children's time into
playing sports. They need
more tune to do other things,"
he said.
"More emphasis should be
pieced on learrung sportsmanship, rather than always
on the winning"
Dr. Woodward aLso added
his suggestions on what can
be done to reduce injuries
among kids who play in Pop
Warner football.
Many times, he said, knee
injuries we caused by a cleat
which catches, causing the
knee to lock and twist
"I recommend that we
change the type of shoe -- either use smaller cleats or
eliminate them altogether.
Use ripple-sole or tennis
Woodward was also against
open field blocking, and for
limiting blocking in Pop Warner to above the waist.
"Studies have shown that this
can be done effectively, and
reduce injuries."
For the athlete who is piist
the years of Pop Warner and
little League, a little young
for the rocking chair, but enjoys a game of tennis, the doctors also had some advice
At one time or another you
may dislocate your finger.
Even if you are an armchair
athlete, you can do it flipping
open the beer can.) And if
you're a do-it-yourselfer, you
may be tempted to pop the ald
finger back in place.
Dr. James Borden, a hand
surgeon, grimaces at the
thought. "Don't do it yourself," he advises. "It's Just
not a good idea
"It may be that you also
have a fracture, and if you replace the finger, it may be
that a doctor can't see it, even
after it is X-rayed "

earned their place in the final
by come-from-behind wins in
semifinal games played earlier
Saturday.
Shawnee eliminated defending champion Owensboro 6841e
and Male knocked out Hickman
County 60-50.
Daniel and Golden were
named to the all-tournament
team, as were Cox and his
teammate Stanley Bunton, who
led the Bulldogs with 22 pointS
in the championship genie.
Players named whose learns
didn't make it to the final were
Kenny Higgs and ('reg Webster
of Owensboro, Isaac Childress
of Hickman County, James Let
of Lexington Henry Clay, Man
tin Rubin of Bowling Green and
Edwin Grey of Danville

Pearson Dominates
Carolina 500 For
First Season Win

Astro Car Wash Takes City Title
With Win Over Douglas All-Stars

Jim Colbert Rallies To Win
In Jacksonville Tournament

Hazel P.T.C.
Team To Meet
Cottage Grove

us," said Huter, who had
coached Male to state championships in 1970 and 1971.
Gordon disagreed with that
analysis.
"Our team still would have
won. We were playing that
well," said Gordon, whose Indians had never before made to
the state tournament, much
less topped it.
"This game showed the difference between a one-man
show and a team Cox is Male's
one man show.
"When he went out, they
went out too," Gordon said.
The final was the first allLouisville match-up in the 56
years of the high school
tournament.
Both Louisville schools

ROCKINGHAM,N.C.(AP) —
Race drivers Bobby Isaac and
David Pearson were kidding
each other in the garage area
after Sunday's Carolina 500
stock car race.
"That old goat," Isaac said,
pointing at Pearson, "needs to
win one once in a while to keep
from going hungry. He's always complaining about the
high price of food."
Pearson, who is nearing the
million dollar mark in race
winnings, added 914,775 to his
already bulging bank account
Sunday by dcrninating the
$100,000 spring classic at North
Carolina Motor Speedway
It was his first victory of the
season after taking his Wood
Brothers Mercury to six big
wins and $137,705 in prize money last year. It was also the 38year-old pro's 67th triumph in a
career that has won him three
Grand National driving titles.
Pearson half heartedly kidded

newsmen that this was one of
the tougher races he has won.
But the record book will show
he led 491 of the 492 laps
around the 1.017 mile banked
oval, and at several points, had
a lead of more than a mile over
the second-place runner
Pearson had qualified for the
front row pole position driving
his candy apple red and white
Mercury at a speed of 134.373
miles per hour Then, when the
racing flag dropped to start the
race before a track record
crowd of 46,500, he bolted in
front and gave up the lead only
once the rest of the way
Bobby Allison paced the 73rd
lap in his Chevrolet while Pearson pitted for tires and fuel.
Actually, Allison was never a
factor. Last year's top money
winner finished fourth behind
second-place Cale Yarborough
and third-place Buddy Baker,
whose Dodge never did run
right.

Now
more than ever
see a dealer
who cares!

Plymouth Fury
Gran Sedan.
WE AREN'T WAITING TO GIVE
GOOD DEALS ON THIS BEAU1
WERE GIVING THEM NOW!
You don t have to wait for
that right time of
year' to get a great
deal on a new car
Because right
now,thisFury Gran
Sedan carries
our Gold Sticker
Value sign You
wont have to
dicker Just look for
the Gold Sticker

CHRYSLER

in
j
AuTIONIZIED DIALER f
MOTORS COPPOAM)014

NEW PLYMOUTH
SPACE DUSTER!

Plyrnouth Fury Gran Sedan 4.00ormarcitop

Coupe. Part Wagon.
Part Convertible.

Part

A heritage of Great
CHRYSLER Engineering
gone
NEW YORKER. absolutely beautiful!
The Chrysler heritage of great engineering now comes during Gold
Sticker Value Days to give
you the luxury value of
the year

sun root for the open spaces
Add to the Duster coupe an optional
-down rear seat for
of a Convertible. opttonal fold
you've got Space Duster
6W feel of loading space and
A 3-in -one Gold Sticker Value.

Chrysler Nf

Yorker 4-Dr

Sedan

Do business with a baler who values your business!

TAYLOR MOTORS, Inc.
303 So. 4th Street

Murray, Kentucky
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Persons Shou Id Enroll In M edicare Program Now

February Rainfall
Just Below Normal
February rainfall averaged
3.8 inches across the Tennessee
Valley, a little under the normal
4.2 inches for the month, TVA
reports.
The highest February total
reported to TVA was 9.00 inches
at Rosman, North Carolina,
which is on -thie rim of the
Tennessee Valley near the
South Carolina border. The
lowest total for the month was
1.17 inches at Johnson City,
Tennessee.

People 65 and older who
haven't already signed up for
the medical insurance part of
Medicare can enroll now
through April 2 at any Social
Security Office, according to
Clifford Ray, Social Security
District Manager in Paducah.

I.

•
Ne

flee

- Defrosting- tip
Heating several blocks d
frown fond' Don't stack them
lust use a wider pan. Surfare space is what you need

HEARING AIDS
,50°00FF"Atti4e"
ft. lea
DaCCT•a DAYS Feat
11
•••••ao
.ad
I. via.
•amODCS•ODx Ste. PaXiCad v ass,•

MOS'EMIENT EDUCATION WORKSHOP—Dr. Joan S. Tillotson (right) of Mori-Lionville, N.Y.,
consultant in a movement education workshop at Murray State "Diversity recently, discusses some
of the concepts with Dianne O'Brien, physical education teacher at Reidland High School, and faculty
members from the health, physical education and recreation department at the university. Also
shown ileft to right) are Dr. Chad Stewart, department chairman, Dr. James H. Frank and Dr.
William 0. Presson. About 200 teachers and students attended the workshop, which included
demonstrations of the practical application of movement education techniques to teach children
basic mos emeots such as running, throwing,jumping, climbing, and crawling.
I Photo by Wilson Woolley

for the medical Insurance part
of Medicare the first time," Ray
sa.d. "You can apply in the 3
months before you are 65, the
month you become 65, or the 3
months thereafter. But you
must apply during the 3 month
period before you're 65 to have
Medical insurance helps pay protection beginning the month
Otherwise your
doctor bills and other medical you become 65.
protection
will
begin with a
expenses. It is the voluntary
part of Medicare, funded by later month."
"After your first sign-up
individual permiunfs and
period
ends," Ray said, "you
general revenues from the
Federal Government. The basis can sign up only during a
premium is 85.80 a month general enrollment period, the
through June 1973. It will be first 3 months of every year. If
increased to $6.30 a month, you delay signing up for more
than a year, however, you pay a
starting July 1, 1973
higher permium."
sign
up
to
months
You have 7
This
year's
general

Your
creditcards
could

1=1!

1WI

Nine out of ten people 65 and
over are enrolled in the Medical
Insurance part of Medicare.
Last year the medical insurance program paid over $2
billion in benefits on behalf of
more than 18(t million people.
The medical insurance part of
supplements the
Medicare
Medicare hospital bills and
certain post-hospital expenses.
Medicare is administered by
the Social Security Administration of the U. S.
Department
of
Health,
Education, and Welfare_ The
phone number for the Paducah
office is 443-7506.

Ill

You don't plan on it.
But shouldn't you plan for it?

'Little Guy' Retaining
Vision, Hope, and Faith

No one likes to th,ni• about going to the hospital
,out of every three will
Yet one Kentucky remit)
have
carel care this year
receive FrPita
vony
hatssomeone
T
proNctJOA such
prepaid mei
as Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky

IN

‘11

!I!

are vital to yOu and your family
toyIi youare an eligible individual there

is a
Blue Cross and Blue Shield program designed

clothing, shelter and health are
By JOHN CUNNIFF
his essentials. And three of
AP Business Analyst
and
NEW YORK ( AP) — Nobody them—food, shelter
has adequately identified "the health—lead the list of price inlittle guy" we speak about so creases.
Frances Drake
Still, the little guy retains his
often, probably because the
term is relative to geography, vision, his hope, his faith. He
FOR TUESDAY,MARCH 20, 1973
recognizes that despite some
to markets, to points of view
shoddy treatment he is advancAverage
out
the
extremes
one
Why
not
try
out
stimulating.
which
I
section
in
Look in the
ing in some areas. He has more
your birthday comes and find of those creative ideas you've and you come up with a fiction,
a person who doesn't exist at take-home pay, he is securing
what your outlook is, according had in mind?
all. The little guy, it seems, is ownership of his house, he has
PISCES
to the stars.
many men, all sharing a re- 8 car
Mar.
20)
Feb.
20
to
(
ARIES
He is able to put money into
Neptune in highly favorable markable patience, tenacity
; Mar. 21 to Apr. 20
his savings accounts, not an
intuition at a and optimism.
position.
Your
start
to
a
new
successful
A
•'"
It is now demonstrated by awful lot per individual but still
enterprise indicated. For best peak. Things "sensed" now will
their forbearance when present- sufficient to put deposits at savresults, launch at midday. The prove to be correct.
•
ed with the suggestion that they ings and loan associations at
p.m. hours promise lively social
YOU BORN TODAY, a eat cheese in order to beat the record highs. He owns more
activities.
Pisces-Arien cuspal, born while rising cost of meat, even Savings Bonds than ever beTAURUS
the Signs were changing, have a though many have been doing fore.
Apr. 21 to May 21)
And he believes in the AmeriStellar influences somewhat wealth of talents which, that for months.
restrictive where finances are properly developed, can lead to
But a look at the recent past can dream of progress, no matconcerned,so watch the budget. a happy and successful life. You reveals these characteristics ter how slow and frustrating.
Avoid a tendency to overspend have a sharp, perceptive mind have persisted and developed WW the progress continue' The
and a strong sense of respon- through
on luxuries.
some intensely frustra- dream'
sibility You have a gift for
GEMINI
ting tests that you might think
words, which makes you a
i May 22 to June 211
would have embittered the little
A good day for tackling im- natural writer, lecturer, guy.
your
preacher,
and
teacher
or
portant and controversial
He was sold on the notion of
issues. In this connection, some love of color and symmetry
"people's capitalism" arid so
information coming in an may lead you directly into the
entered the stock market by
unusual way should be carefully art world. Music is another fine
the millions in the 1950s and
creativity
for
your
innate
outlet
noted.
19605. He was told that stocks
of
the
appreciation
and
CANCER
beautiful. Whatever career you were for him, that the age of
June M to July 23)
Expect some complications choose, however, a strong participatory capitalism had
due to a conflict of per- strain of spirituality will dawned.
But by the late 1960s he was
sonalities. You can handle, dominate your work, and your
Opportunities
however, with tact and • capacity for inspiring others told be wasn't wanted. The
of:
Birthdate
beprofound.
will
far
market was for the big boys,
determination to preserve good
•
Henrik Ibsen, Nor. poet. the institutions and their multiwill.
1440a--W•atow--C•ark•
dramatist; Charles W. Eliot
million dollar trading power—
LEO
The expendma motel incka)r,
Amer. author, educator.
( July 24 to Aug. 73
and commissions Brokers deneeds trained people 11 sv.0 sr.
dissat
isfied with whet you ra
If undecided or uncertain
clined his orders. When he peralsorig• er arriasams Vs lelfawnt
Yo'. r future, this may be the
about accepting a financial
sisted, he was sometimes
answer
propositon, it would be better to
stripped by the sharp swings
For a local tntervvre ants to
reject it. Your intuition won't
created by the institutionaday Ovine= background
play you false.
end pdOr•
And the little guy watched in=7
VIRGO
flation erode the yids* of that
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) I/IP4Si
life insurance policy that was
MOTEL TRAINING
A golden opportunity to put
supposed to afford security to
Co. oJA/darfta
across
ideas
unusual
your
his family and aid in his retire4420 Madison
They'll get a satisfactory
ment.
COMO CIS/ Ma 64111
bearing if presented logically.
The patience persists. Food,
HARRODSBURG, Ky. A
LIBRA
.
4 11..IMINIIHM111111111111116
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)Ars meticulously researched coin
.11 I
Aiml wily not? A, man vk
Associates are likely to prove medallion is commemorating
.
. good graces. NA if von
-21readV is jji%microbe
exaggerating now In fact, one the 1974, bicentennial of this
you had counted on may try to city, the first permament
have many. so num Ii the better.
back out of a deal Don't YOU settlement in the West.
But if you have many. mavbe VIIII.VE• piled up
provide the excuse.
The medallion, marking
a bunch of charges. Nfavfx• they should he witSCORPIO
Harrodsburg'
1974, bicenscilidated into one I
Ikmod. '11.1tat's what we
I Oct. 24 to No* 221
tennial, portrays the city's rich
a
friend's
Don't
shrug
off
do.
want to
II our Vrecially.
problem It may be more history.
So ptxtifle lIti. Ten it% too Winn a debt-tiinsol"James Harrod, who founded
serious than you think. Rather,
idation hian. Make 0IK' KIVI18411 a namtli to its
give him her I your undivided Harrodsburg in 1774, is pictured
attention and, if you can, your on one face of the coin," said
instead of several to U lot of iieople. It's easiei
Col. George M. Chinn, director
help.
10 handle that wav. And %IRO! enjoy our peopleof the Kentucky Historical
to-IX'( ile servi(e. when. %lune always Numlx•r
Society. The names of 15 men
SAGITTARIUS
One.
who helped Kentucky enter into
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Even though you rejected it at statehood in 1972, surround
Loans and financing in any amount up to
the time, a suggestion put to you Harrod. Fifteen stars under the
$7,500,including loans on real estate
some weeks ago will now prove names represent Kentucky as
feasible. Follow up—from a the fifteenth state of the Union.
slightly different angle.
The coin medallion, available
411)
CAPRICORN
in bronze or sterling silver, was
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /
4
designed by the Historical
CRE-11
Don't put too much trust in a Society and
struck by the
supposedly
"confidential" famous
OF.1.1/1:11/C1
Franklin
Mint,
R7
iri7 7
report. Rumors and conjectures Philadelphia, Pa.
are
likely
to
be
rife
at
this
time.
Murray
In Bel -Air Center
AQUARIUS
"Fort Harrod is pictured on
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Ph: 753-5573
Ross Wilder, Mgr.
the other side of the coin,"
A complete break from Chinn said. "And we tried to
normal activities could prove subtly bring in the idea of next
year's 100th running of the
Kentucky Derby by putting a
horse inside the fort."
Fort Harrod's strategic
location and its standing
against the British were crucia±
to George Rogers Clark',
successful northwest campaign.
C'hinn pointed out. The camnum's a Miles Man in your area. He specializes in arrangipg construction loans on
new homes for do it yourselfers. He designs plans. professF6nalfy ... answers quespaign resulted in Minnesota,
tions. There is no charge for his advice, help, or service. We can't find another hons0
Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois,
that is easier to build or to pay for. Let our man solve your housing problem. Begin a
Ohio and Indiana eventually
new life. Build your home...the Miles Way. We furnish precut building materials, step
by step instructions, everything you need .. . inside and outside. Free delivery. A cash
being added to the Union.
down payment is not important. No other plan like this.
Without Clark's feat, the U.S
HOMEn
FPLEASE RUSH ME YOUR FREE CATALOG ON MILES BUILD IT YOURSELF
might have been only a long
N *me
narrow strip between the ApAddress
palachians and the Atlantic,

Your Individual Horoscope

enrollment period has been
extended through Monday,
April 2, because March 31 falls
on Saturday.
"Previously," Ray said, "you
had to sign up in an enrollment
period that began within 3 years
after you became eligible for
medical insurance or within 3
years after your protection
stopped because you cancelled.
The'3-year deadline was
eliminated by the 1972 amendments to the Social Security
law."
"If you caneel-year medical
Insurance, you Can re-enroll
Only once," he said.

Ill

you
Blue Cross otters a variety of hospitalization
Plans that pay from 125 to $40 a day for your

!I!

room, plus comprehensive benefits with full
payment for all covered hospital expenses
Blue Shield provides a choice of two indemnity
schedules with payment up to(S2701(5405)for
surgical expense plus allowances for in -hospital
medical. X-ray and anesthesia
You may also be eligible for Extended

7'e

III
III
MI

HI

Benefits coverage which increases and adds
specified benefits to your Blue Cross and

Ill

Blue Shield coverage
So even though you don t anticipate a
hospital stay it Wean t cost anything to get
tne facts from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Kentucky Sraip4y 414 out the coupon biatChs.
There s no obligation no salesman will call
Group plans may be formed whore there are
five or more siiiiiiste employees.
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Dr cleanin SPECIAL

flt,4tp

:r
TROUSERS 1
SLACKS i :1
BLOUSES '
.
any 3 for

ekl;

49

We back you
use our cash...save yours

CONSTRUCTION LOANS

MILES HOMES
125 E. Short, Lexington, Ky. 40507
There is a Miles local representative in your area
Handymen, be Homeowners
the Miles Way

,p

gSKIRTS
1 A.
it,0
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Hi

CouponPimust
mpany
garments.
Limit 1
Expires 3/21/73MA:
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One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs

Ill

Ill

hi
all

Ill

Central Shopping Center

Cdy, State, Zip

Precut

NI

Chi
Tnil
he Said
medallions, made to
interest tourists in visiting
Harrodsburg
during
its
bicentennial,
are
being
distributed by the Mercer
County Humane Society, Inc.,
P.O. Box 473, Harrodsburg, Ky.
40330.
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III

Phone 753-9084

Ill

Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

Ill

KNITS should be DRYCLEANED by PROFESSIONALS
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Savings
For Sure
Say-Rite
Every
Day!!

Bel-Air
Shopping Center
9-9 Mon. thru Sat
1-6 Sunday

DISCOUAT -1-111-G CENTERJS

Phone 753-8304
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SAX/-RITE HAS DONE IT AGAIN!!
We Welcome another New Drug Center Located in
Henderson, Ky. Sensational Savings Storewide!
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tOVING CARE
HAIR COLOR

eiter
•.

60 Tablets

DENTURE
CLEANSER

CREST

_ st

TOOTH
PASTE

Cres

MELLO MIST
HAIR SPRAY

9.69 Value

2.00 Value

AlkaSeltzer

PRELL
LIQUID SHAMPOO
Save
Today!

9.15 Value
1.69 Value

RIGHT
GUARD

9.89 Value

LISTER I NE

Vaseline

BAYER
ASPIRIN

INTENSIVE
'
CARE
Lamm

-

ANTISEPTIC

DEODORANT

1.09 Value

9.17 Value

1.19 Value

SPRAY MISTS

A Shower

Cachet

of Cosmetic

Emeraude
Ma Griffe

Values
'3.75 Values

53.50 Values

HEAVEN SENT
l'air Detempe
Windsong
Many, Many
More Fine
Fragrances to Choose From
Values to '6.50
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Stocks May Be Bought Co-Op Market Boosts Farm Income
SOS
let
PUT
At Many American Banks In Lake Cumberland Farm Region
By JOHN CINNIEE
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK t AP - If you
are one of the 'ngd
Investors who fled the market
in the past few years because
of poor service from our broker, or no service at all, there
Is still a place for you to buy
and sell - at the teller's window of many commercial
banks The banks don't publicize the service, and some
bankers don't even know about
it, but many investors regularly
buy and sell that way.
A sampling of banks around
--Se country indicates that most
of those dealing in stocks do so
a convenience Some say
they'd just as soon not do it. but
they intend to continue.
One reason is that many
commercial banks are committed to full-service or onestop banking in which customers are told their financial
needs can be handled under one
roof.
Another is that, in some
areas, the nearest broker may
be a considerable distance
away, at least for a personal
visit. While the bankers don't
offer research and advice, the
personal relationship appears
to be an attraction.
In addition to the regular broker's commission, most banks
charge a fee ranging from $2 to
$20, regardless of the size of
the transaction.

Many bankers recoil in shock
at the notion that they might be
competing with brokers, who
also might be. big c.uslomers.of
the bank. They emphasize that,
like any other trader, they
must channel their orders
through brokerage houses.
Still, with security regulations subject to change, especially regarding institutional
membership on exchanges, it
isn't inconceivable that banks
some day could develop an active business in stocks, offering
as attractions a vast number of
outlets and superior recordkeeping.
Many brokersbrokers are far more
willing to accept small orders
now than they were two or
three years ago when they
were emerging not only from a
financial crises but from a near
disaster with record-keeping.
The New York Stock Exchange, for example, offers a
list of brokers who accept and
even seek odd lots, which are
purchases and sales of stocks
involving less than 100 shares.

READ the
WANT
ADS

MONTICELLO,Ky.-A group
of farmers working together to
provide a market for their
crops. A reliable coorctrntcastrincome for farmers with
smaller operations. A supply of
high-quality, reasonably-priced
fresh fruits and vegetables for
the consumers of Kentucky.
Cumberland Farm Products,
Inc., a cooperative of fruit and
vegetable growers from six
counties in south central
Kentucky, is all these things. In
its first year of operations in
1969, the cooperative sold some
$90,000 worth of produce for 375
growers.'Last year, with 366
growers, sales climbed to
$308,000.
There is a good market for
fresh fruits and vegetables in
Kentucky. Most of the fresh
market crops sold in Kentucky
are brought in from other
states. In fact, less than ten per
cent of the fresh fruits and
vegetables sold in Kentucky
supermarkets are grown in the
state, according to C.R
Roberts, Extension
horticulturist at the University of
of
Kentucky
College
Agriculture
Cumberland Farm Products
growers produce a variey of
crops, including cabbage,
peppers, green beans, sweet
corn, and cucumbers. However,
tomatoes have become by far
the most important crop, ac-

counting for over two-thirds of
the vilue of the co-op's sales in
1972. Last year, 167 growers
-111St over 113 acres of
tomatoes with an average
return per acre of $1664. Some
of the top growers took in well
over $6,000 per acre on their
tomato crop and the top twenty
growers had average returns of
$4,699 per acre.
Larry Snell, general manager
of the cooperative, noted that
tomato production has proven
to be a profitable enterprise for
most growers. He figures the
(..ost of growing one acre of
tomatoes to be around a
thousand dollars if $1.60 per
hour is allowed for labor. He
estimates out-of-pocket costs at
$300-$400 for growers who
already have tobacco sticks for
staking the tomato plants.
The demand for tomatoes is
expanding, Snell said. In fact,
he is worried about finding
enough growers to fill the
demand for tomatoes in 1973.
"We would like to have 50-75
more acres of tomatoes than we
had last year," he commented.
Cumberland Farm Products,
Inc. serves grower-members in
six counties-Casey, Clinton,
Cumberland, Russell, Pulaski,
and Wayne. Members pay five
dollars per year in dues and are
charged a ten per cent commission on the products they
sell through the co-op. A nineAnC.5T f30)5 LAW: f3ETWEEN
TkE LITTLE POINTv TNING5
ca
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TO WORK FOR YOU
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You're

COLONEL TAYLOR L DAVIDSON

NANCY

YIPPEE
YOU WILL BE
DRAFTED IN
1986

I GUESS YOU'LL
LIKE BEING IN
THE ARMY

I THOUGHT YOU
MEANT I'D BE
DRAFTED BY A
PRO FOOTBALL
TEAM:

UV ABNER
WHARS
TH'PO'K
CHOPS

11.18.110458371-(-•wE 15577LL
UNDER resiANC6/5 -An/t)
r,4-1E ABSOLUTE SLAVE
OFNIS 7IE-P/N.I.1z)

Anonymous letters listing
individuals suspected
of
violations of the draft law
generally prove erroneous upon
thorough investigation. When
provided,
addresses are
however, we refer the communication to the draft board
having jurisdiction as a matter
of policy.
A recent case in point was a
"Patriotic
signed
letter
Citizen." The writer furnished a
list of five names that he "knew
not registered for the
had
draft."
The listing was for an area in
which registration had not kept
pace with population gains,
registration,
and
voter
statistics gathered from other
reliable sources. Declining
registration in this particular
area was of serious concern and
we were trying to establish
valid reasons why young men
were not registering for the
draft.
We referred the list to the
borad's
executive
draft
secretary for investigation.
Within a short time she informed us that three names on
were
properly
list
the
registered with her board. The
other two persons, whom we
shall identify as Danny and
Randy, were not registered.
The secretary told us that she
had written to Danny and
Randy to akertain whether
they had (egistered with
another draft board.
We are told Danny came to'
the local board and registered.
However, Randy ignored his
letter and two subsequent

THREE BEDROOM brick home,
carpeted, carport and patio in
back, large storage building. On
large lot on 94 East, five miles
from Murray. Phone 753-8049
after 4:00p.m.
M23P

von681-

Way .4 head

BEATLE BAILEY
follow-up letters.
We suggested that the board
write a fourth letter, emphasizing if he did not present
himself for registration within
15 days, the board would have
no other alternative than to
refer his name to the district
attorney as an individual
suspected of failing to register.
Within a week following this
suggestion, Randy made a
belated appearance at the draft
board for registration. He was
required to make a statement
giving the reasons for
negligence in registering
promptly. This statement now
has been forwarded to our
regional counsel for advice as to
whether further legal action
should be taken at this time.
We relate this case with a twofold purpose. First, to let all
young men know that even
though there are not any draft
calls at the present time, the
draft registration process
continues. Second, to let them
know that our office and all
draft boards in this state are
following-up to determine
whether young men are
registering on a timely basis.
When this is not the case,
boards request legal assistance
from the district attorney in
getting such individuals on the
rolls.
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member board of directors organization. Representativs
4■11111110116611111116111.111114116911wmallallk.
governs the co-op. The board of several agencies, including
consists of one representative the Cooperative Extension
FOR RENT •
EOR RENT
from each of the six member Service, the Farmers
counties, plus three at-large Administration, and the Office
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished TWO BEDROOM furnished
members.
of Economic Opportunity, were
trailer, air conditioned, I mile
Snell's chief responsibility as involved in the effort. Market apartment, carpeted. Phone 753from Murray. Garbage pick up
general manager is to sell the records for fresh market 7861 days or 753-5913 nights. M22C
and water furnished. $85.00 per
products of the co-op to buyers, commodities were gathered
month. Phone Cadiz, 522-6332.
partly
furTWO
BEDROOM
which are mostly large chain over a two-year period, and a
Mic,C
supermarkets. He visits with feasibility study was made to nished house. Prefer family.
prospective buyers throughout learn how many growers were Water furnished. ka mile from FURNISHED two bedroom
a city limits. Phone 753-7143 M19C apartment, wall to wall carhaving
the year, lining up markets for interested in
the tomatoes and other crops. marketing organization, how
peting, central heat and air.
The growers sign contracts with much income a market could
Excellent location. Children O.K.
furnished
BEDROOM
TWO
supply
produce
the
co-op
to
the
earn, and how much produce
heat. Nopets. Available March 1. Rent
of fruits and vegetables which would be needed to support a apartment, electric
8145.00. Phone 753-4331.
March
Phone
immediately
Available
Snell has lined up markets for. market.
26C
M19C
753-2736.
753-8.395
or
Thus, before the growing season
Enough information was
starts, the growers are assured gathered to secure a loan of
ROOM apartment at 509 LOVELY THREE bedroom
of a market for their crops and $199,000 from the FHA to be FOUR
M20C
Poplar, unfurnished, gas heat, house. Phone 753-5809.
of
a
assured
are
stores
the
used for constructing a grading
private
entrance
and
private
supply of high-quality Ken- and packaging plant and purM20C UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
and chasing equipment for its bath. Phone 753-4866.
fruits
tucky-grown
house in Hazel. Also furnished
vegetables.
operation. The 0E0 provided
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 2'.1 apartment in Murray. Phone 753Snell said that in most cases, an $80,000 grant to be used for
M21C
miles, west of Alino Heights on 7333.
supermarkets can buy from the setting up a revolving fund to
464. On private lot. Couple
co-op at a lower price than from pay growers for their crops at
prefered. Also couch and 2 chairs
FIVE ROOM unfurnished house
other sources. However, tie the time of delivery, and to
M20C
for sale. Phone 753-3539.
in New Concord. Gas heat and
stressed quality as the biggest provide for other initial
newly decorated. Ample yard
advantage for buyers. "The operating expenses of the coHOUSE TRAILER, 10'x42'.
and garden space. Adults
quality of our products is high 0P•
Extra nice. Near University.
preferred. Phone 436-5621. M19C
enougli to compete with any
Two 0E0 specialists, Marvin
Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482. M20C
other area of the country," he Maupin and Terry Lester, were
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
said.
Involved in helping get the co-op
The coop's receiving and started. They now devote much RENT A new Plymouth from living room, kitchen, bathroom
a day, and shower and bath. One or two
packaging plant is located near of their time to working with Taylor Motors for
Monticello in Wayne County. growers on crop production weekend, week or month. bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street, 753Qualified Drivers only, 753The growers bring their matters.
April 4NC
M21C 6609.
produce to the plant, where it is
The Cooperative Extension 1372.
cleaned, graded, and packaged. Service of the University of
conducts
an
The co-op hires a USDA grader Kentucky
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
during the marketing season. educational program for
Some 60 seasonal workers are members of the cooperative. NICE 2 bedroom home newly
SIX ROOM house and lot. Also 72
employed in the processing and Snell said the program helps the decorated, carpet, tile bath, new
lots, all near Lake Barkley.
packaging operations.
growers keep up with the latest plumbing and wiring, nice enContact T.W. Lowe, Route 4,
and scientific advances in fruit and closed patio, new garage near
Besides
handling
Hopkinsville, Ky. Phone 235marketing the crops of its vegetable production. The University, Priced at $19,000.
M20C
5316.
co-op
grower --members, the
county Extension agent in each Owner leaving town.
also buys fruits and vegetables county, along with C.R. Roberts
Nice 2 bedroom home large
from non-members. Some of U.K. and Luther Small, Lake family room, kitchen comfrom
outproduce is brought in
Cumberland Area Extension bination, built-in stove, fireplace,
•
•
▪
FOR SALEa
side the six-county co-op area. horticulturist, all take part in large utility, screened in back •
•
•
The corruhission charged for conducting the program.
•
porch, carport, good well on five •
BY
OWNER
•
•
acmarketing the products of nonco-op
is
Collins feels the
acres about 4 miles South. Only • Four bedroom brick house
members is flexible, but is
mplishing its goal of $13,500.
I
I on deep lot. Two baths,•
always more than the ten-per
ro iding more income for
Good 4 room home on k`i acre
living room, dining room,•
cent which members pay Snell
He
operations.
er farming
lot in Coldwater for only $4,250. • large paneled den with •
a
said tomatoes can be brought in
horticultural crops fit in
Good 5 room home on one acre •
• fireplace, kitchen, with lots'
a
from 75 miles away and still be we
th other crops and other near Stella, good well and pump.
:
I of cabinets, full basement.
,in good shape for marketing. farming systems, and allow $4,850.
• Located at 512 Broad.
•
Cumberland Farm Products, many farmers to be more fully
Nice 2 acre building lot on Hwy. •
▪
Casb Price $21,0118.00
•
Inc. is the only organization of employed.
94, near lake for only $1,600.
•
P/sesse 713-3163
The co-op has kept up to date
its kind in the state. How did it
•••••••••••••••••••••
Realty
&
Insurance
Galloway
come into existence? It began on repaying the FHA loan. With
Murray, Ky. Phone 753as an effort to give small far- sales climbing every year, Company
THREE BEDROOM brick with
M19C
5642
Collins
feels
the
organization
is
mers more income, according
kitchen-den combination, carto Clint Collins, Wayne County on sound footing. As to bringing
port, eiecteie heat air conWANT'IX) BUY
it up to that point, he comExtension
An
agent.
ditioned, dishwasher, T.V. anmented "From the beginning, it
organization similar to the
tenna. Has good well, and
present co-op was set up in 1963, has been an unusually good WANT To BUY; straw. Phone blacktopped driveway. Located
M19C
tiagtailed after a couple oilsark, cooperative effort, with people 753-7321.
near Stella on Kirksey Road.
counties
and
From
several
of operation.
M21P
Phone 489-2463.
In 1967, an effort began to several agencies working
develop a new marketing together."
IN CANTERBURY Estates,
three bedroom brick house with
family room, utility, fireplace,
double garage, central heat and
air. Phone 753-6455.
M21C
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ONE ACRE lot about 7 miles
from city at Harris Grove. Has
water, sewerage and light pole,
ready for a mobile home. Phone
435-5715.
M20C
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Crossword Puzzle
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Yount,sheep
Norse god
t
Brother of
Jacob
13 Persian fairy
14 Fish eggs
15 Exists
16 Walk
18 Meadow
20 Pronoun
22 Spoken
24 Snatch
27 Pintail duck
29 Soto
31 PeenGynt's
mother
32 Crown
34 Decorate
36 Sageon
general (abbr.)
37 Related
39 Music slowly
41 Sun golf
42 Blackbird
4.4 Plate in line
45 Greek letter
47 I cave out

49
50
52
54
55
57
59
61

19 Tor emample

(abbr )
21 Rover duck
13 Unit of

lf

la liar,

rurrency

Encircle
43 Having wings
40

Task

2f3 Co away,
27 Looked fixedly 46 Cancel
.
48 Wearies
28 Man' name
51
A
continent
30 Opera by Verdi
33 Dan' h island 53 (abbe)
Roman gods
35 Masculine
56 Crony
38 Cupola
(collog.)
1

2

3

4

12

41
antelope
63 Toward shelter
,
46
65 Slave
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4 Public vehicle
(ceiling)
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7 Negative peelis
8 Nothing
9 Macaw
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11 Pronoun
17 Preposition
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bedroom
M20C

r0 bedroom
o furnished
. Phone 753M21C

ished house
is heat and
Lmple yard
:e. Adults
5621. M19C

BE GENTLE, be kind, to that
expensive carpet, clean with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
M24C
Center.
WOOD FRAME green vinyl
couch, $40.00. Beige vinyl lounge
chair with vibrator, needs
springs,$20.00. Phone 753M19C
6781.
ANGUS BULL, 16 months old.
M19C
Phone 753-1986.

14' V BOAT with trailer. 28 H.P.
M19C
motor. Phone 753-6051.

d lot. Also 22
ke Barkley.
e, Route 4,
lone 235M20C

DOBERMAN PINCHER, 6
months old, registered. Black
House broken. Very smart.
M22C
Phone 474-2274.
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W1.1011SALE

TWO BEDROOM trailer, 84.34'
Fair condition. $775.00. Phone
M19C
480-2471.

•Shrubbery &
Supplies

CONCRETE STEPPING stones
and concrete splash blocks'
Murray Lurnber Company. 104
M21C
Maple Street.
REDUCE EXCESS fluids with
Fluidex 91.69-Lose weight with
Dex-A-Diet capsules 81.98 at Dale
and Stubblefield RX Drugs. ITC

451e•

Bluebird, Wren and Martin
Bird Houses

Shirley Garden Center
500 N. 4th
JUST ARRIVED!!
Hundreds of the Latest

8-Track
TAPES

fijfs of

NTRODUCTORY OFFER
For One Week Only
$ • 99 each
- at -

TV Service
Center
entral Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865

FISHING BOAT, 14' fiberglass
with 20 H.P. Johnson motor,
M19P
8540.00. Phone 7534257

NOTICE

NOTICE
--W1L1WWILENMCILW.

Phone 753-8944

FOR SALE

Sleeps 6. Has Ford Inteceptor Marine engine and
5 KW Generator. Has
electric heat and air
conditioning water heater
and refrigerator Has radio
and Sonar depth finder
May be seen at
Billington-Forsee
Tractors Co., Inc.
7534532

GENEROUS
FINANCING

•Phlox

WASHING MACHINE, Hoover
portable, avocado. Excellent
condition. phone 7674297. map FOUR REGISTERED black
angus bulls, age 8 to 12 months.
Phone 437-4365, James MitM19C
chum

RIVER QUEEN
HOUSE BOAT

PRICES

•Perennials

N-O-T-I-C-E

COU)R T.V., 21", R.C.A. Excellent condition. $150.00. Phone
M22P
753-1586 or 753-2852.
PONY, SADDLE, bridle and
blanket,$30.00. Phone 753M19C
/1894.
100 YEAR old antique cameo
locket with gold plated chain
M19C
Phone 436-2404. $50.00.

HONDA TRAIL-70-1970 model,
1440 actual miles. Price $200.00 S
Excellent condition Phone 753- P
MM. t
5421 after 5.00 p m

Montgomery Ward
1203 Chestnut

weonesoar onlY
it) percent off all Returned
Sale

0
0

Open fill

7 00 P M
04MMIMMI.

Fit
krSERVICE on all Kirby
MODEL 3000 SanSui AM-FM vacuums over 5 years old. For
NRNATIONAL HAR- stereo receiver, 300 watt am- appointment with authorized
VESTER corn planter for M or H plifier. Phone 753-0822 after 5-00 Kirby dealer Phone 753-0752 or
M19C 753-0359 after 12:30 p.m. Offer
tractor. Phone 753-71$54,
MIUP p.m.
good until April 7
April 12C

TV TOWERS
Lowest Price Event

HEAVY DUTY ROTORS
List '59.95

SAVE 120.00

oiNki 999

175 Mile Range UHF/VHF and FM
ANTENNA List '79.95
&%
- LIMITED SUPPLY -

4995

E CENTER
TV SERVIC
Central Shopping Center

JOE MORRIS
& SONS
Mobile Home
Sales, Inc.
24: Mi. North of Mur
(Formerly Neal Starks
& Sons)

753-9636

SERVICES OFFERED

Spring Service Special

#141)

Carry Germs

The Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources has for sale
1968, 4WD,
one wrecked
Chevrolet Pickup with electric
The vehicle is to be sold as
0 winch.
6:30 p.m.
it,) not be decehed' Ter-mitts work 24 hours a day the year
is and can be seen at 320
0 Woodlawn Ave., Murray, Ky.
.mind Winter and Summer
Bids will be accepted under the
following conditions: All bids
must be received by 10 A.M.,
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
April 2, 1973. All bids must be
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
addressed to Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources, Capital
Plaza, Frankfort, Ky 40601,
Attn: Harold Wallace, and must
0
Need•light breakfast, lunch 0 have "Venicle Bid 4-2-73" on
0
Of snack'? BUY 'e#Y1 on. at •
envelope. Successful bidder will
100 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
time. 'a 00Zen Of• Sick It's
our bliCllitS Wittl Souteee Or 0 be notified and after notification
Phone 7513914 Day or Nile
They're 0 must submit Certified Check to
country• ham
fabulouily satisfying aria the #
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
the Department of Fish and
, 4 for
best what am 2Sc
etc, $2.57 per dozen, 40 for 9 Wildlife Resources within 24
Licensed by State of Kentucky
SOAR, 100 tor $22.25
hours. Successful bidder must
#
Take •iong • sackfuli
r Member Chamber of Commerce
0
present
its
remove vehicle from
TRIANGLE INN
one week after I
within
location
7534113
receipt of bill of sale and
registration receipt from the PROFESSIONAL CLEANING; JOHN'S REPAIR Service,
NOTICE TO exhibitors, open air Department office. Successful carpets, furniture, floors, walls Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
flea market to be held 3rd Sunday bidder will be responsible for and specialities services. Call carpentry Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
753-7625 nights.
each month. Starts April 15 South payment of fee for transferring Servicemaster collect 2477333.
April 4C
Twin Drive In Theatre Highway vehicle.
•st
60 South. 9:00 a.m.4:00 p.m. For further information conBULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
Myhill 8 Wilson
Spaces for 300 Exhiba. Write P.O. tact Frank Dibble, 320 Woodlawn also
bank gravel, fW dirt and
Box 540, Paducah Ky. 42001 for Ave., Murray, Ky., phone 502-753- topsoil.
Phone
Hardin,
354-8138,
M17&111C
details. Our Advertising assures 31:1040.
Contract Painting
or 3544161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
M19P
your suteets.
& Exterior)
(Interior
KNIGHT'S SHOP; lawn mower,
AUTOS FOR SALE
tiller repair, blacksmith work.
Appliance Painting
9701 FORD van, V8 straight shift. welding Gene Knight, Route 3.:
April 12P
Excellent condition. Phone 474- Phone 753-4035.
Phone 753-9382 or
• 2274.
M22C

Protect Your Home!

Everyone Is Urged to $
Re-Register!

GocceS

SERVICES OFFERED

PARKER FORD Inc.

Monday, April 2, 1973
Starts at

F.) rt;''

Pursuant to the provisions of
the Conununications Act of 1934,
as amended, notice is hereby
given that the Murray State
University Board of Regents,
Corner of 7th & Main
of
Educational
licensee
frequency modulation radio
station WKMS-FM, Murray,
Kentucky, is required to file with
'8.50
the FCC, no later than May 1,
Front End Alignment
1973, an application for renewal
of its license to operate WKMSEngine Tune-Up (Reg. V-8) '25.65
FM on 91.3 megahertz. The ofV-8, Resistoc...., '26.70
ficers, directors, and owners of 10
per cent or more of the stock are:
(6-Cylinder-Less) 46-*
The Board of Regents of Murray
State University, Harold Glee
Complete Air Cond. Tune-Up '10.50
Doran, Chairman; Dr Harry
fj
Sparks, President of the
Oil and Filter Change (5 quarts) '8.40
University; Dr. Ray Mofield,
Chairman, of the Department of
communications; administer this
CONDUCTED SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
publicly owned facility for PERSONALLY
tours to Alaska, New Orleans, manufactured and installed by
the use and benefit of the citizens
Mackinac Island, Michigan, Atkins Gutter Installation,
of the Commonwealth of KenMexico, New England, Nova Murray, phone 7534407 or 753tucky and the United States of
APRIL I3NC I
Scotia, Ozarks. etc. Write for 1973 /1992.
America
Miller,
Helen
Mrs.
brochure.
Members of the public who
Tours, Route 4, FOR ALL your additions-'
ire to bring to the Com- Pennyrile
M2OP remodeling, residential or •
Ky 42240
Hopkinsville,
on's attention facts concommercial. New or old. Free
ning the operation of the ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service estimates. Call 753-6123
TFC
FCC,
the
to
write
lion should
A
TFC
Phone Paris, 642-8551.
P Washington, D.C., 20554, not later
and '
CLIPPING
POODLE
•than July 1, 1973. Letters should
grooming. Experienced. Phone
P set out in detail the specific facts WILL DO typing of any kind in 753-4881.
March 19NC
which the writer wishes the my home from 4:30 to 900 p.m.,
Phone
Friday.
WANTED YARDS to mow in ,
Commission to consider in Monday through
information.
for
vicinity of South 16th Street.
753-5612
A
application.
the
passing on
M19C Phone 7534827.
M21NC
copy of the license renewal application and related material
will, upon filing with the Commission, be available for public
Spiders
Termites
Inspection at the Office of the
of
Department
the
of
Chairman
Eat Your Horn
Communications in Wrather Hall
near 16th street and Campus
Drive, between the hours of 7:30
a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday. M-16-17-19-20C

RE-REGISTRATION
•
•
PRECINCTS
•
•
Will Be Set Up at
•
•
•
COLD WATER
•
COMMUNITY CENTER
•
•
Tuesday, March 27, 1973
•
•
From 12:00 Noon to 7 p.m.
•
0,
•
0
ALMO SCHOOL •
•

0
FIFTEEN 51(51 ?Q' trailers.
and 10 wide one and two 0
bedrooms. Reason for selling,
bad health. See James Manning,
603ks North 18th, Murray, Ky.
behind Moose Lodge ) or phone
M19C
753-4656.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL

!

•
• Hours .
•7:30 a.m.
Phone 753-5865 •
HOLLEY FOUR Barrel 850 dual
Murray, Ky.
• _!°
$35.00.Pflueger
line Like new,
Phone 753-8807.
753-6995 after
1606 Ryan
•
FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
trolling motor. M30 Supremem
Full Days ort
c
•
5:00 p.m.
M21C
Green- •
Has
hall days
$40.00. Phone 753-4530.
KIREtY VACUUMS-The shag MOBILE HOME: 1969
•
303 tank installation. Phone 753Eliminator
COUGAR
1970
bedrooms, •
7850
TFC
rug specialist that adjusts to any field-12'x60', 3
for two children, ages 3,
boss. Four speed. All power
and electric. Set up at •
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
BOAT INSURANCE. Broad carpet. New and used vacuums natural gas
M19C
7534051,
Phone
Sharp.
4, or 5 years old.
Meadows. Phone 753-9707 or •
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
HELP WANTED
•
coverage. Good claim services. for sale. For free demonstration Fox
M22C
•
•
13th Street. "Every day you
ABC Offers
Galloway In- and gift with purchase phone 753- 762-2505.
Lowest rates.
•
U 1964 FORD Galaxie 500 two door
April 12C
•
delay lets bugs have their
•hardtop. Blue and white. Good
Licensed
-State
surance 8$ Realty. Phone 753- 0752 or 753-0359.
•
WAITRESS
way."
TFC
April 11C
HENS - DUCKS - geese - •
-Teacher with college degree
5642.
condition. Can be seen at Roger's
Part time or full time
each
PLYMOUTH 1970 Duster, 340-4 guineas - bantams. Young and •
for
attention
-Individual
Texaco, 12th and Pogue, Hazel
Apply in person to
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
CHEVROLET STEP Van, 1965. speed. Good condition. Also 7bi old. Hubert Alexander, 3 miles
child
M19C
Highway.
JERRY'S
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
Will make good camper. $600:00. H.P. Elgin boat motor. Phone South of Sedalia. Phone 328- -Learning experience:
12th
South
M19C 8563.
M21P
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Upright small piano, $250.00. 20" 492-8856.
songs, games, stories,
wagon,
station
1965 FORD
boy's bicycle, $10.00. Phone 489Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492books, records, sharing,
-Nutritious lunches and
Special
automatic transmission. Good
• snacks for full time
M19NC MOBILE pomE, 10'x56', 1964 FORD 1964, Camper
puzzles,
2595.
'ITC
blocks,
toys,
condition. Phone 474-2361. M23C WANTED SHORT order cook 8837.
pickup, air conditioned, overload •
numbers, etc.
furnished, air
students
alphabet,
corripletely
model,
a.m.-1:00
4.00
shift.
1968
morning
springs, 10x16.5 tires,
•
FOUR MAN inflatable raft
aP
washer, porch, steps Vistaliner camper, gas-electric
M20C
1970 DODGE Super Bee, ex- p.m. Phone 436-5811.
M23C conditioned,
Phone 436-2245.
753Phone
underpenning.
and
cellent condition, tape player, 4refrigerator, gas stove and oven,
M23C
WANTED TO RENT
9941.
speed, red with white vinyl top.
AC-DC lights and many other
1967-10'x40' Mobile home. Very
If
You
753or
land.
7534136
Phone
Call 753-4490 or see at 1503 WANTED AT once, good truck
WANT
extras.
farm
TO
RENT;
436Phone
good condition.
portable,
M19P tires service man for sales.
M24NC Will pay top price. Phone 753-9502
Glendale
M23C TELEVISION, 16"
4919.
2245.
Phone
black and white, $40.00.
M19C
or 753-7319.
Salary, commission and fringe
automatic
Riviera
BUICK
1969
M20C
753-7825.
Please Phone
ALUMINUM BOAT, 12', with 15
Complete
power steering and brakes, air benefits. Reply, Box 3127
PEST CONTROL
ir NEW PRICE STRUC- •
H.P. Evinrude motor, new
conditioned, bucket seats. Four,Paducah, Ky., stating ex•
mattress, box •
Remodehng
Your
INNERSPRING
M22C
• TURE on cafeteria line • FOR THE hest in pest control
trolling motor. Also house boat.
new tires. Phone 7534136 or 753-1 perience.
•
iron bedstead, full size.
FREE
ESTIMATE
Friday, both • service and termite control call
thru
Monday
Must sell this month. Phone 753- springs,
M24NC
4919.
M21C
M2I3C Phone 753-1735.
a lunch and supper Plate of • Superior Exterminating Com3593.
•
WANTED SOMEONE to care for
• Meat, Vegetable, and Roll • pany, 753-7266.
March 27C
AUCTION SALE
•
753-0961
the Sinking Spring Cemetery.
AUCTION SALE
2•
Meat,
cents,
a 89
IN MEMORY
753or
Results:
No
If
•
753-5801
753-6603,
Phone
rolls,
$1.05,
and
tyegetables
•
M USIC
LOST & FOUND
M19C
memory of our 3696 after 6:00p.m.
In loving
• Meat, 3 Vegetables and •
Phone
•
Walker,
Gracie
mother,
darling
rolls $1.15-Here or Go. Ask
LOST BLACK Male German
• PIANO TUNING and Repair.
who passed away eight years ago
about our soup 'n sandJerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
dog. Gray and Black, 5
Shepherd
-Over $500 retail value toys to be auctioned
WANTED NIGHT manager.
•
toys of
wiches anytime, here to go. •
today. March 19, 1965.
months old. Has collar but no
craftsman Piano Technician
5:00
p.m.,
Before
Parents bring your kids and let them buy the
efficient,
clean,
be
neat,
Must
There are tears and fond
Line opens at 10:00 a.m. • Guild.
TEC
their choice at the price they bring.
Must name plate. Lost near Hickory
Then
remembrance dearest mother for with desire to move ahead.
serving continously thru •
Church. Contact Bill
be willing to close 6 nights a Grove
TUNING-RepairU PIANO
Saturday. March 24, 1:00 p.m.
you still.
M19C
dinner. Instant take-out •
Grugett, Phone 7534639.
and
p.m.
5:30
experience
After
food
week
Fast
expert
serPrompt
rebuilding.
For you hold a special place
service in a container that •
Salary
• vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
necessary.
not
but
helpful,
within our hearts that none can
really keeps it hot.
Until 6:30 p.m.
•
open. Apply in person to Mr. LOST BLACK persian cat, lost
• pianos for sale Ben W. Over,
1203 Chestnut Street
fill.
ever
•
INN
Prices
TRIANGLE
Appliance
at Burger Chef, 9:00 a.m.- near Plainview Drive and Doran
Phone
Fantastic
751Barnes
Murray,
Kentucky.
Parents Check on the
•
Sadly missed
• 8911.
751 4951
11423C Road Phone 753-4129.
p.m.
5:00
M20C
1TC
coming up in April
children.
her
by
•
TFC

ABC Play School •

Miss Your Paper

31
36

40

Paper Carrier
First

KIDDIE AUCTION

4
,
,
15
59

en

MONTGOMERY-WARDS

OOOOO 8060
•••OOOOO •

25 20

Inc

1.EGAL NOTICE

NOW AT

•Pansies

M181.8121ESIMINEMEW '

Another View

ROSES
• Asters

El

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
Plome

Ii

66

TAPPAN RANGE 30", electric
Twin bed. Beige living roan
suite. Antique library table
Canning jars. Days phone 7533680. Nights 753-4074.

•

OPENING S

rday's Puzzle

'10

l'OR SALE

LZJLi L

L

[

. Also...
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. /.121C

FOR SALE

•
•
•
•

r-]

Ls' Ai

L'OR SALE

BOY'S SUMMER clothes size /0
pants- $1.00& $2.00. Size 12 shirts,
M21C
$1.00 Call 753-3093.

AUTOMATIC RADIO 8-Track
Tape Player with 2 speakers and
30 tapes and case for $125.00. Also
a Motorola 8-Track Car Tape
Player with 2 speakers for 945.00
Call 753-3516 after 5-00 or
M19C
Saturday and Sunday.

1%)

L7 •

3-1916

KEEPS carpets beautiful despite
footsteps of a busy family. Buy
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market,
M24(.7
Five Points.

L.RTMENTS,
n, bathroom
1. One or two
man ApartStreet, 753April 4NC

hr
ILL

197.1

5
Y7
WA
SHOP THE WANT ADS

oR SALE

bedroom
wall carand air.
tildren O.K.
irch 1. Rent
March
1.

.124-2to11-211-31koh.-9

C1c2k755Taq

19

,1313b1.31,2LphIc]ETTT.Q

cart

jamengswimisommistnea

furnished
ied, 1 mile
ige pick up
: $85.00 per
522-6332.
M26C
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Bill Houghton

Floating American Dollar
Rises Strongly On Markets

Continued Flow Of
Equipment Reported
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Intelligence sources report that
military equipment has continued to flow from North Vietsince —Peesiderit Nixon
warned Hanoi to stop infiltrating South Vietnam.
"It's still going on," one
source said He indicated Sunday there has been no measurable slowdown of such movements in the wake of Nixon's
statement last Thursday that
the North Vietnamese 'should
not lightly disregard" U.S. expressions of concern
Meanwhile, intelligence
analysts estimate that the
North Vietnamese have sent between 400 and 450 armored vehicles, including tanks, into
South Vietnam in the less than
two months since the Vietnam
cease-fire
L'S. officials view these and
other movements as serious
violations of the cease-fire
agreement which forbids any
shipment of military gear into
South Vietnam except on a
strictly limited basis under international supervision.
"We're not very sanguine
about the international supervisory machinery working," a
Pentagon official said
Intelligence specialists say

some of the new tanks reported
in South Vietnam since the
cease-fire came down from
southern China, where they
were stocknolled- until
bombing of North Vietnam was
halted.
According to fresh estimates,
more than 1,100 trucks moved
across the demilitartzed zone
from North Vietnam into South
Vietnam in the week ended last
Thursday, the day Nixon issued
his warning to Hanoi.
In that same week, sources
said, about 200 trucks rolled
down the Ho Chi Minh supply
trail in southern Laos.
Analysts said that some 10,000 tons of supplies have moved
through one pass from North
Vietnam into Laos suice Feb. I.
Pentagon officials disputed a
claim by Ha Van Lau, head
of North Vietnam's Commission
to Implement the Cease-Fire
Agreement.
Lau said in Hanoi that the
North Vietnamese are sending
food, medicine and other non.
military' supplies, rather than
war material, to the South.
Defense officials said U.S. reconnaissance cameras have
photographed trucks loaded
with ammunition boxes and
fuel drums.

the

Statewide Association Formed
To Aid Cemetery Restorations
LORETTO, — Many foreign
countries, and several cities in
the United States—most notably
New Orleans—have carefully
preserved their cemeteries for
posterity This is not the case in
Kentucky according to a group
of dedicated people who have
formed a new statewide
association to a assist in
cemetery restoration
A spokesman for the Kentucky Cemetery Restoration
Association said that weather,
vandalism, lack of interest and
financial support have reportedly led to the deterioration of
many old and small urban and
rural Kentucky cemeteries.
This lack of attention has not
only frustrated the surviving
generations, but Kentucky
historians and genealogists
have lost valuable information
-grim+ Avoid have been
preserved.
The new association was
formed recently when 79 interested persons met in Loretto.
The main purpose of the
association will be to offer
techrucal assistance and advice
to interested individuals and
groups who want to maintain
and restore Kentucky's many
small cemeteries.
Officers
of
the
new
organization were also announced. H. Lester Reynolds,
Lexington, and recently retired
director of the Kentucky
Association
of
Licensed
Engineers,
was
elected
president. Other officers include Bill Samuels, Jr.,
Louisville, Charles E. Rogers,
Bowling Green; John I.
McMichael of Middlesboro, and
Bob Whitaker, Frankfort.
One of the association
organizers is Dr. David K.
Blythe, Deanof the Civil
Engineering Department at
University of Kenthe
tucky. Dr. Blythe said that the
primary objectives of the
association are:
To organize and accept as
members those who have deep
interest in the restoration,
improvement and progressive
management of one or more old
cemeteries and who have
acquired more than a layman's
understanding of cemeteries;
To provide a logical approech
to the development of accurate
cemetery land titles, plats and
records; to focus attention on
more adequate overseeing
organization care and upkeep of
cemeteries;
To improve our image or
respect for our Kentucky ancestors; to promote the
management
technical and

Bowler lists phone
under his nickname
Don Kelly, listed in the
Portland, Ore., phone book as
"Crooked-Arm Kelly," explained that his friends gave
him the nickname because he
howls left-handed at the local
bowling alley.
'They had a hard time finding me because I was not
listed in the phone book, so I
listed myself this way," Kelly
said

4
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means of preserving historical
records of facts and location of
our ancestors; and finally, to
foster more methodical expansion and utilization of
existing cemetery spaces to
take care of future needs
The Association's next
meeting will be on May 19 at
Cumberland Falls State Park.
They will tour a graveyard
which is to be moved by the U.
S. Corps of Engineers to make
way for a dam. Individuals
interested in the Association or
seeking additional information
may contact Mr Joim McMichael, P 0. Box 1425, Midilesboro, Kentucky 40965

Larry Maker

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The floating American dollar
rose strongly at the opening of
foreign exchanges around the
world after a two-week shutdown, and the Bank of Japan
sold an estimated 00 million to
keep the rate from rising too
fast.
But by noon in Europe, the
value of the U.S. money was
edging down in brisk but nervous trading. Big money operators appeared holding off
while they watched for indications whether the international decisions in Paris Friday had ended the two-month
monetary crisis.
U.S. Treasury Secretary
George P. Shultz, conferred for
an hour with British Prime
Minister Edward Heath in London. Shultz reportedly pressed
for quick moves to reform the
international trading system to

Charles D. Outland
Completes Course
Jee D.reek

Ft. Leavenworth, Kan. —
Army Reserve Major Charles
D. Outland, of Murray recently
completed the final phase of the
Command and General Staff
Officer Course at the U. S.
Army Command and General
Staff College, Ft. Leavenworth,
Kan.
The course is organized into
10 phases and given over a fiveyear
either
by
period
correspondence or through the
U. S. Army Reserve School
system. The final two-week
phase is conducted at Ft
Leavenworth.
The training is designed to
prepare selected officers for
responsible positions at division
and support command levels. It
also provides them with an
understanding of the duties of
corps and field army general
staff officers, and of Army
participation in Joint and
combined operations
Maj. Outalnd is assistant
vice-president, budget and
planning,
Murray
State
University.
The major received his B. S.
degree in 1955 from Murray
State University.
He and his wife, Mary, live
at 1700 Holiday Road.

Stinker, Poole
Complete Training
Airmen Larry Stinker, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus A. Slinker,
Route Seven, and Joe D. Poole,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert A.
Poole, Route Four, have been
assigned to Sheppard Air Force
Base, Texas, after completing
Air Force basic training.
During their six weeks at the
Air Training Command's
Lackland AFB, Tex., the
recruits studied the Air Force
mission, organization and
customs and received special
instruction in human relations
The airmen have been
assigned to the Technical
Training Center at Sheppard for
specialized training in the civil
engineering mechanical and
electrical field.
Airmen Stinker and Poole,
both 1971 graduates of Murray
High School, attended Muri-sy
before
University
State
enlisting

Traffic Death Count Stands At
Nine for Jackson Purchase Area
The death of two persons in
Marshall County Saturday
brings the accident toll to nine
this year in the Kentucky State
Police Post 1 area, according to
Walter Adcox, public relations
director for the Mayfield post.
Mrs Lou Jean Greenfield and
Danny T Hicks were killed at

Storm Hits
Great Lakes
Area Today
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High winds, angry Great
Lakes and a pwiishing snowfall
in the East, intensive flooding
in the South, rain and snow in
the West--winter isn't through
with the United States just yet.
A storm walloped the Great
Lakes region, leaving as much
as 21 inches of snow in lower
Michigan, and flooded towns on
the Ohio shores of lake Erie
and Lake Ontario.
The cleanup continued today
as snows lingered in the East
and winds from 35 to 75 miles
per hour lashed 20-foot waves
on the Great Lakes and 10-foot
snow drifts ashore.
Gale warnings were posted
for lakes Huron, Erie and Ontario and for the Atlantic coast
from New Jersey to Maine as
the storm moved out of the
U.S.
Flood waters continue to
pound areas of the lower Mississippi Valley, Mississippi,
Alabama and Tennessee. Property damage is estimated at $35
million and more than 1,000
families have been forced from
their homes in Chattanooga,
Tenn. Tennessee's governor has
asked President Nixon to declare 39 counties a disaster
area.
An intense storm off the
Washington coast has brought
rain to the Pacific Northwest.
Gale warnings are up from the
northern California to the
Washington coasts. Winds were
clocked at 60 miles per hour.
Light snow or rain touched
the Rockies and moved into the
Plains region.

Art Students
.At-Murray High
Observe Month

1:15 a.m. Saturday six miles
west of Benton in a two-car
accident.
The Greenfield auto was
traveling east toward Benton,
and the Hicks car was going
west toward Symsorua when the
accident occurred, according to
state police reports.
Mrs. Patricia Ann Hicks, 22,
wife of the dead man, and a
passenger in the Hicks car, was
listed in fair condition after
suffering from a neck injury
and broken facial bones She
was transferred to the Western
Baptist Hospital in Paducah,
according to police reports.
A total of 54 accidents occurred in the Post 1 area last
week, with 34 persons injured.
The death toll of nine compares
to 22 at this time last year,
Adcox said.
State police issued 170
citations last week, including
for D. W. I., and also issued 120
warnings. Seven
written
criminal investigations were
begun, including five for drug
violations, and one criminal
arrest for a drug violation was
made, Adcox reported.
education
safety
Five
programs were presented to
schools and civic clubs last
week. The state death toll of 188
compares to 210 at this time last
year, Adcox said.

Hospital Report
March 15, 1973
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Bobby Outland and Baby
Girl, Rt, 1, Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Miss Angle Michell Smith,
1621, Farmer Murray, Michael
Thomas Ernstherger,, Rt, 5,
Murray, Hollis Stanley Roberts,
Box 463, Murray, Terry Wayne
Darnell, Rt, 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Debie Ann Miller, Box 47,Shady
Oaks, Murray, Mrs. Wanda
June Henry and Baby Girl, Rt.
2, Hazel, Mrs. Fannie Lee
Young, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Patricia Ann Edmonds and
Baby Girl, 7 Clayshire, Murray,
Thomas Eldridge Woodward,
308W. 8th St., Benton, Benjimin
Harrison Roberts, Rt. 3,
Murray, Galon Willis, 200
Mulberry, Murray

The Art students of Murray
High School have issued an
invitation to the public to visa
the art department of the school
during school hours on Wednesday, March 21.
Persons may observe the
students working with metal
enameling, metal smithing,
stitchery, weaving, ceramics,
and in mosaics and macrame.
This open house is being held
in observance of Youth Art
Month in March which was
initiated in 1961 by the Crayon,
Water Color and Craft, Institute, Inc., to gain understanding of the true importance of art education and
Public support for quality school
art programs.
The national observance has
the support of national and state
art education associations as
well as leading national youth,
civic,
and
servicr
organizations, according to
Mrs. G.B.Scott, Jr., Murray art
teacher.
Mrs. Scott said art is for all
youth, not just the especially
gifted. She said art activities
stimulate
creativity,
imagination, perception, and
selectivity so necessary for the
future
homemakers,
businessmen, engineers,
scientists, and astronauts
The teacher said our youth
must have the choice to develop
these skills and urges the public
to encourage and support Art
Education in the local schools
On March 29, 30, and 31 the
Creative Arts Department ,af
the Murray Woman's Club will
sponsor the annual Murray and
Calloway County art exhibit and
will award ribbons and a
scholarship to the winners
This exhibit at the club house
on Vine Street will be open to
the public from three to five
p.m. each day and students will
be there from three to five p.m.
on Thursday and Friday and
one to five p.m. on Saturdo to
explain and show their rit,p, Ls
on display.

Public Safety Department
Short Of Police Cruisers

give American exporters better
competitive access to world
markets.
Shultz also met with Chancellor of the Exchequer Antho_Berber.
Tokyo dealers reported an
acute shortage of dollars in the
Japanese capital after the twoweek shutdown of exchanges.
The Tokyo market was the first
to reopen because of the time
differential. The central bank's
intervention was designed to
keep the dollar's rate close to
the level between Feb. 14, when
the yen was floated, and March
2, when the exchanges closed.
In London, the pound declined sharply at the opening to
$2.45 but by noon it had
climbed back by a full cent, almost reaching Friday's closing
rate in bank-to-bank trading of
$2.4610.
In the key Frankfurt market,
the dollar opened at 2.8350
marks, 21.5 pfetungs above Friday's close. But by noon the
dollar had edged back to 2.82
marks.
The dollarr was also up sharply in Zurich at the opening,
being quoted at 3.2650 Swiss
Francs, more than three centimmes over Friday's rate But
by noon, the rate had dropped
to 3.24 francs. The closing rate in Tokyo
was 264.90 yen, down from
266.50 on March 1 but up from
Friday's 260.50.
The price of gold, which
soared to a record $95 an ounce
at the peak of the.money crisis,
was $81 in Zurich and London.
drops of $1.50 and $1 75 from
the price Friday.
Finance ministers of the major non-Communist trading nations agreed in Paris on Friday
that all major currencies would
float freely in relation to the
dollar according to supply and
demand forces in the market
place.
The move, putting an end to
the 29-year-old Breton Woods
system of fixed parities, means
no state bank is committed any
longer to support the dollar at
a fixed value. For an indefinite
period, "speculators will speculate against speculators" and
not against state banks, as one
American informant put it.
The old system of fixed exchange rates for the world's
major currencies was estabLabed by We. 1944 Bretton
Woods Agreement. It was abandoned after massive speculation poured $3,1 billion onto European exchanges on March 1,
forma; their closize.
Since then, the dollar has
been floating in private bankto-bank transactions while officials of the world's major
trading nations met in a series
of conferences to work out a
new monetary' system.
They ratified a plan on Friday in Paris calling for a joint
float of the stronger Common
Market currencies against the
dollar along with a 3 per cent
upward revaluation of the West
German mark. The European
governments agreed that their
central banks would buy dollars
only when the U.S. currency
fell to a point that threatened
to make thtir own exports noncompetitive.
The six countries with their
currencies tied together but
floating against the dollar are
West Germany, Belgium, Denmark, France, Holland and
Luxembourg. The community's
three weak currencies, the British and Irish pounds and the
Italian lira, will float independently.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service March 16,1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 1857 Est 700
Barrows & Gilts instances 25
cents lower, mostly 50 cents
lower Sows steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., $38 75-39.25
US 1-3 200-250 lbs.. $38 00-38.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., $37.25-38.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., $36.50-37.25
Sows
US 1-2 770-350 lbs., $34.00-35.00
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 133.00-34.00
US 2-3 450-650- lbs., $32.00-33 00
Boars $27.50-32.00
SERVING WITH MARINES
Private First Class James F.
Ellison, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert L. Ellison of Buchanan,
Tenn., Route One, has reported
for duty at the Marine Corps
Air Station in New River, N. C.

FRANKFORT, Ky. tAP) —
The Public Safety Department
is about 140 police cruisers
short of its requirements, including_ 85 cars 1.9n_lta4e_
troopers on highway patrol.
Ron Johnson, the new Public
Safety Commissioner, said one
of his first steps has been to
order 125 new cruisers.
The order is due to be filled
within a month, he said, and
will be folloried by another 30
automobiles.
By July 1, Johnson said, the
department will have caught up
on necessary vehicles, ending a
shortage which started about
two years ago and grew steadily worse.
In 1971 auto manufacturers
ended their practice of selling
to the state at fleet prices, a
move which rested the price
per car at least $700.
The Republican administration, which had allotted a set
amount to cover fleet prices,
held up on new purchases and
then resumed buying only when
necessary on an individual replacement basis.
Johnson, appointee of the curadminisrent
Democratic
tration, made no judgment on
the previous regime's policy
during an interview.
But he said the decision,
whatever its justification, "had
a snowballing effect" on the
cruiser shortage.
"If you don't replace a car
when as practical road use
value is over, that leaves you
one car short," he said. ''That's
bad enough, except that after
awhile troopers had to double
up on the cars available and
this doubled the mileage used."
The eventual consequence
was that cruisers had to be
"retired" quicker, worsening
the shortage.
Why couldn't the adnunis-

Parks Medallions
To Be Distributed
William M. Boyd president of
Peoples Bank along with caber
participating banks and savings
and loan associations in Kentucky, will begin distribution of
the official 1971-72 limited issue
of National Conference on State
Parks
commemorative
medallions. The medallions,
authorized by the Conference,
commemorate the 50th anniversary of the organization_
The dollar-size medallions
have been struck in two metals,
.999 fine silver and bronze. Each
silver medallion is serially
numbered on the edge up to
15,000, the limit of the issue.
They will sell for 110 each. The
bronze medallions are priced at
$1 each,
Proceeds from the sales of the
medallions will be used to
support the National Conference on State Parks's continuing efforts in the area of
ecology. Participating banks
and
savings
and
loan
associations are donating their
time and facilities as a public
service in support of Conference
activities.

Funeral Rites
Are Tuesday
For Mrs. Dale
Mrs. Eunice Dale of Puryear,
Tenn., passed away Sunday at
9:45 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
was 77 years of age.
The deceased was married to
Muncie Dale in 1919 and he
preceded her death in 1960. She
was born August 20, 1895, in
Henry County, Tenn., and was
the daughter of the late James
Atkins and Melissa Brisendine
Atkins.
Mrs. Dale is survived by two
sons, Max Dale and J. T Dale,
both of Puryear, Tenn.; three
sisters, Mrs. Erma Buoy, Mrs.
Beulah Robinson, and Mrs.
Frances Bray, all of Puryear,
Tenn.; one half sister, Mrs.
Mavis Driver of Paducah; one
brother, Carlton Atkins of
Puryear, Tenn.; one granddaughter,
Mrs.
Glenda
Gallimore, and one great
grandson, Christopher J.
Gallimore, both of Puryear,
Tenn.
Funeral services will be held
at the Puryear Church of Christ
where she was a member on
Tuesday at three p.m. Burial
will be in the Puryear Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris,
Tenn., where friends may call.

tration of Gov. Wendell Ford, not so sure that's a bad idea."
In addition, he said, many
who took office in December
1971, begin mass buying of po- troopers on the road are new
and usually ride for a time anylice cars immediately?
way .with experienced_ culwas
money
Jetutson said no
leagues.
on hand and the new regime's
budget did not take effect until
All new state police cars will
the following July, when be delivered painted blue and
enough funds were appro- white, a changeovee from the
priated.
current gray color. The idea is
Even then, it was a year too to increase visibility.
late, he said, because the state
"All the studies and report
was caught between the end of
we've
read indicate increased
the
start
in
May
and
production
makes people go slowvisibility
of new models in September.
said. "It also re"You cannot even get manu- er," Johnson
involving the
facturers to talk to you about duces accidents
police
cars."
producing their fleet cars until
they have taken care of their
dealers," he said. -It's usually
this time of year before we can
buy our cruisers."
Has the reduction in cruiser
patrol activity affected the John Franklin Faker, native of
safety of Kentuckians on the Calloway
County,
died
highways
Mrusday at 1:45 p.m. at the
"I cannot speak before De- Henry County Nursing Home
cember 1971, but there were no He was 85 years of age and
cruisers taken off Li& road for resident of Route Four, Paris,
patroling purposes that were fit Tenn
for patrol," Johnson said.
The deceased, a retired
He said a cruiser is considwas born February
carpenter,
It
acered undependable when
County and
Calloway
1886,
in
14,
quires 50,000 miles and potenwas the son of the late Franklin
tially unsafe at 60,000 miles.
Julia Farmer
"It can be used for driver li- Pierce Faker and
member of the
a
He
was
Faker.
censing examiners and that
Church.
kind of activity," he said, "and United Methodist
possibly by troopers, except the
one
include
Survivors
trooper knows the time will daughter, Mrs. Mildred Gardcome when he'd got to kick ner of Paducah; two sisters
that thing up to 120 miles per Mrs. C,ordelia Boyd of Nash
hour in an unsafe automobile." vile, Term., and Mrs. Millie
The impact of the shortage of Clement of Franklin, Term.; one
patrolling has not been too brother, Rollin Faker of Paris
drastic, the commissioner in- Term.; one grandchild_
dicated.
Graveside services were held
"As for the troopers without Saturday at ten a.m at nit
cars, for the most part we dou- Maplewood Cemetery, Paris.
bled the usage and also put two Tenn., with Rev William
men in a car," he said. "I'm Patten officiating

Former Countian Is
Claimed By Death

Indians Say Government
Solution Is 'Surrender'
WOUNDED KNEE, S.D. Means said after a meeting
(AP) — Indians occupying the with federal negotiators 'n
village of Wounded Knee say Wounded Knee Sunday
the government's proposed soMeans said the government
lution to the 20-day-old con- offer Saturday by Asst. U.S
frontation amounts to total sur- Atty (en. Harlington Wood
render by the Indians.
"amounts to total capitulation.
American_ Indian Movement total surrender" on -the part of
I AIM
leader Russell Means, the Indians.
promising "a final ultimatum"
Wood had said the offer was
sometime today, said "the prothe best one the government
posal we make will be the decould make. Wood, Wayne Co.
ciding factor in whether the neburn, director of the U.S. Mar
gotiations continue."
shal Services, and Richard
"Our statement will bring the
Hellstern, an assistant to Wood,
confrontation to a head,"
talked for VI hours with the Indian leaders in Wounded Knee
about the government's threephase proposal.
Following that meeting Wood
said he expects more negotia
bons.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Asked if the meeting had
Kentucky's traffic tell has
been productive, he said, "I
climbed to 188 with the death of
think that as long as we're
a Russell County man.
talking together, we're make*
The state highway fatality
progress. We're just trying tt
toll through this date last year
do our best to get it over. Tht
was 212.
Indian people during this pror
State Police at London said
ess of negotiation have been
Jimmy Dale Popplewell of Rusvery decent."
sell County was killed Sunday
night when he was struck by a
car as he stood on Kentucky 76
near Eli in Russell County. His
age is not known.
State police said he was hit
by a car driven by Leslie
Tucker, 18, of Russell Springs.
Tucker was taken to Somerset
Tommie Key of Murray Route
City Hospital. No charges were
Seven succumbed this morninr
filed Sunday night.
Police also reported the death at 8:45 at the Westview Nursino
of a Grayson County man, Home. He was 74 years of age
The Calloway man was the
McClellan Jones, 50, of South.
He was killed Saturday in a husband of Mrs. Pearl Brut)
one-car accident on Kentucky Key who died November 11,
187, about 10 miles north of 1935. Born March 6, 1899, in
Henry County, Tenn., he was
Brownsville,
Police have not identified a the son of the late Judson Key
third man who died at Louis- and Adeline Wicker Key.
ville General Hospital Sunday
Survivors are one daughter,
morning after being struck by Mrs. Albert Lee(Ola Mae) West
a car on a downtown Louisville of Murray Route Seven; one
street Saturday night.
daughter-in-law Mrs. Katherine
A hospital spokesman said Key of Mayfield; one brother,
the man is believed to have Quitman Key of Westview
been a soldier stationed at Ft. Nursing Home; ten grandKnox.
children, Mrs. Ronald Housden,
J.T. West, Glen West, Mrs.
Butch Thompson, Jackie West,
BOYD IN EXERCISE
CAMP DRUM, N. Y. -- David West, Larry Key, Gary
Marine Cpl. Ronnie L. Boyd, Key, Ronnie Key, and Chuck
son of Mrs. Dorothy Boyd of Summers; seven great grandRoute 5, Murray, participated children.
Funeral services will be held
in Exercise "Alpine Warrior"
at the Army's Camp Drum, nine Tuesday at two p.m, at the
miles east of Watertown, N. Y. chapel of the Max Churchill
The exercise was designed to Funeral Home with Rev. Paul
ready both Marine regulars and Dailey officiating.
Interment will be in the
reservists for combat in extreme cold weather conditions. Storys Chapel Cemetery with
He's stationed with Marine Air the arrangements by the Max
Support Squadron One at the Churchill Funeral Home where
Marine Corps Air Station in friends may call after two p.m.
today 1Monday).
Cherry Point, N. C.
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